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Abstract. Many formalisms use interleaving to model concurrency. To describe some system be-
haviours appropriately, we need to limit interleaving. Forexample, in a component-based system,
we might wish to limit interleaving to force the inputs to a method to arrive together in order. In Web
services, the arrival of XML messages consisting of multiple simple parts should not be interleaved
with the behaviour of another component. We introduceinterface automata with complex actions
(IACA), which adds complex actions to de Alfaro and Henzinger’s interface automata (IA). A com-
plex action is a sequence of actions that may not be interleaved with actions from other components.
The composition operation and refinement relation are more involved in IACA compared to IA, and
we must sacrifice associativity of composition. However, weargue that the advantages of having
complex actions make it a useful formalism. We provide proofs of various properties of IACA and
discuss the use of IACA for modelling Web services.

1. Introduction

Interleaving is a common choice to model the concurrent behaviour of components of a system. Inter-
leaving means that at each point in time only one component takes a step. The behaviours of the overall
system consist of all possible interleavings of the actionsof the components. Many formalisms, both al-
gebraic and non-algebraic, have adopted interleaving semantics,e.g.,[20, 25, 23, 22, 21]. It provides an
intuitive and elegant means for modelling and reasoning about systems’ behaviours. Henzinger, Manna,
and Pnueli, in [19], characterize interleaving semantics as adequate, meaning they can distinguish be-
tween systems with different behaviours, andabstract, meaning that unnecessary details of systems are
ignored in modelling.
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However, for some systems that are specified in an interleaving semantics, it is not possible to choose
a uniform abstraction level for the atomicity of their actions. Some software artifacts have multiple con-
stituent elements that represent a single unit, thus, we maywish to group multiple actions such that their
behaviour cannot be interleaved with the behaviour of another component. In these cases, interleaving is
not always appropriate to characterize system behaviour accurately because it is based on the assumption
that the behaviours of a concurrent system includeall possible orderings of actions in a system.

We introduceinterface automata with complex actions (IACA), designed to model component-based
and service-oriented systems. An interface automaton withcomplex actions uses a limited version of
interleaving for its concurrency semantics. Acomplex actionconsists of a sequence of distinct normal
actions that cannot be interleaved with the behaviour of another component. In a component-based
system, at its signature level, a method of a component can becharacterized by the method’s name and a
set of parameters. Such parameters are elements of a single software artifact. Some formalisms choose
to model a method by abstracting away its details using, for example, only its name,e.g., [3]. To be
able to model and reason about the details of the communication of the parameters, a formalism should
be considered that does not interleave the arrival of the inputs of a component with another component,
when they are composed. Thus, we require complex actions to model the semantics of the concurrent
behaviour of a component-based system at this level of detail. As another example, in Web services1,
communication with service requesters and other Web services occurs through complex XML messages,
which are streams of data delimited appropriately into multiple simple messages. We would like to model
complex XML messages of Web services as non-interruptible software artifacts. By being able to model
the details of artifacts such as complex XML messages of Web services and methods’ parameters, we
can precisely reason about the compatibility and composition of the systems that use these artifacts as
their building blocks.

Various approaches have been proposed for grouping multiple actions together, which can be cate-
gorized into two major classes:atomic actions[8, 16]2, andaction refinement[1, 15], which allow for
refining an action into multiple actions. Many of these approaches are proposed in a process algebraic
context. We are interested in defining an automata-based model with complex actions. Also, we want
our model to comply as closely as possible with the class ofinterface models, introduced by de Alfaro
and Henzinger [4, 3], which are a class of formalisms suitable for describing component-based systems.
Interface models are designed to promote the compatibilityof components such that different compo-
nents or services can work together to achieve a desired behaviour. Interface models assume ahelpful
environment, which supplies needed inputs and receives all outputs. They also have well-formedness cri-
teria that supporttop-down design, which means that a refinement of a component can be substituted for
the original in the context of its composition with other components. Composition must be commutative
and associative. The top-down design property makes it possible to refine an initial design into a more
detailed design. One of our goals in IACA has been to maintainthese properties of interface models.

Our IACA model is an extension of de Alfaro and Henzinger’sinterface automata (IA)[3, 5], which
is an interface model. An interface automaton captures the temporal aspects of the functionality of a

1Throughout the paper we use the term “Web service” to refer to“an invocation” of the functionality of a Web service provider.
Of course, many concurrent invocations of the same Web service provider can coexist. Our IACA model is meant to be
suitable to model a single invocation of the functionality of a Web service provider, and reason about the compatibilityof such
invocations, rather than modelling Web service providers themselves.
2To avoid ambiguity, in our formalism, for actions that consist of multiple normal actions, we chose the term “complex actions”
instead of “atomic actions.”
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component along with its assumptions about its environment. Syntactically, an IA is a transition system
over disjoint sets of input, output, and hidden actions, similar to Input/Output Automata [22]. It cap-
tures what the component assumes about its environment via the temporal order of the input and output
behaviours described by the transitions and states. Using this information about the environmental as-
sumptions of the components, it is possible to reason about the compatibility of multiple components
that are supposed to collaborate.

The distinguishing characteristics of IA are the way interface-based design and compatibility check-
ing, in a top-down manner, are manifested in its compositionoperator and refinement relation. The com-
position of two IAs is a new IA, which combines their functionalities through an interleaving semantics.
When the two components are ready to synchronize,i.e.,one has an output that is received by the other
as an input (or vice versa), a hidden action is created in the composition. The environmental assumptions
of the two components are combined to describe the environmental assumptions of the composition. In
this interleaving, there is no notion of real time or a clock,only the temporal order of transitions are
modelled. IA composition is both commutative and associative. Commutativity along with associativity
allows for theincrementaldevelopment of a system because the order in which differentcomponents are
composed does not affect the result of the composition.

The refinement of an IA is defined based on the assumed helpful environment. The refinement rela-
tion is conservativein allowing only the refinements of a system that do not introduce new assumptions
that the original system does not have. A refinement of an IA must have fewer input assumptions about
its environment than its parent, and as such can replace the parent in all contexts. With respect to outputs,
the refinement of an IA should not constrain the environment with new outputs that the parent IA did not
issue to the environment. The composition operator and refinement relation for IA together establish the
top-down design property of IA.

IACA extends IA by allowing the grouping of a sequence of transitions into a complex transition.
Complex transitions provide the means for specifying: (i) the assumptions that a system might have
about receiving a sequence of inputs from the environment ina non-interruptible manner; and (ii) that a
non-interruptible sequence of output actions from a component should be sent to its environment. Both
concepts cannot be modelled in IA, since an action cannot be decomposed into its constituent elements
in IA; and furthermore, during the composition of two IAs, their states and transitions are interleaved,
and the grouping of actions cannot be preserved. Not unexpectedly, the introduction of complex actions
in IACA makes the definition of the composition and refinementmore complicated than in IA.

Interleaving usually relies on a notion ofatomicity, which is the idea that an action in the system is
indivisible in time [24, 25]. In IA, for example, a transition on an input, output, or hidden action cannot
be interrupted with another. An important question is how tochoose the granularity of atomic actions
when modelling a system. Usually, the granularity of actions can be chosen at a single, uniform level
of abstraction. However, in component-based and service-oriented systems, we come across situations
where a uniform level of abstraction is not “adequate” (using Henzingeret al.’s terminology in [19]).

In IACA, we are interested in having a model that allows us to model multiple levels of abstraction
together. For example, consider the functionality of payment via a credit card,pay(credit card no,
amount). Assume that the value for thecredit card no parameter is received via a banking machine,
and the value for theamount parameter is received via a function that retrieves the price of an item. The
challenge is how to choose an appropriate level of abstraction that is adequate for modelling the different
functionalities of such a system. If we choose to considerpay, without its parameters, as an indivisible
action, then our model is not precisely modelling the systembecause it does not allow for reasoning
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about the way the parameterscredit card no andamount must be received from the components that
produce them. Alternatively, modellingpay as two actions, namely,credit card no andamount in a
sequence, is not correct because they do not represent meaningful atomic actions, and furthermore, they
can be interrupted when interleaved with actions of other components. What we really need is to have a
complex action, which sequentially groupscredit card no andamount as a single action, namelypay.
The need to have complex actions arises because systems often have heterogeneous components that
can only be modelled appropriately if different levels of abstraction for modelling are available. In our
example,credit card no can be an atomic output action of the banking machine, as wellas, a part of
the complex actionpay of the payment functionality. As an alternative design, we could have considered
an IACA model where a complex action is comprised of a set (or multi-set) of actions. But a sequential
grouping of actions is needed, rather than a set (or multi-set), in order to capture the order between the
constituent actions of the complex action.

Two IACAs can be composed with each other, if they arecomposable. The composability criteria
for IACA composition extends IA’s composability criteria by requiring that any two complex actions,
belonging to two IACAs, either have disjoint constituent elements, or the order of actions in one complex
action is asubsequenceof the order of actions in the other. This extra composability requirement, along
with the requirement that a complex action consists of distinct normal actions, is the least restrictive
constraint that we could have defined and still guarantee thewell-formedness of the IACA composition.

The main challenge for IACA is how to define a composition operator and a refinement relation that
do not allow interleaving of complex actions, but support top-down design as much as possible. IACA
composition, compared to IA composition, avoids all unnecessary interleavings within the complex ac-
tions, and thus yields a smaller result. Compared to other formalisms with complex actions, in IACA
we must respect the helpful environment, which means that incomposition a state should not be reached
where one component would have to wait for communication from the other. With complex actions,
synchronization is more involved than synchronization in IA, because there can be multiple constituent
parameters that can potentially synchronize. We tried to define IACA composition in such a way that the
necessary synchronization can happen and interface models’ well-formedness criteria are also achieved.
However, it became apparent to us that achieving associativity of the composition operator is not possi-
ble. Other approaches that have used types of interleaving with complex actions have also suffered from
the loss of associativity,e.g.,A2CCS [16]. Despite the non-associativity of composition, we believe that
IACA is useful for modelling software artifacts with complex actions.

Complex actions complicate the composition operator of IACA, which, similar to other interface
models, must combine the environmental assumptions of the components about their environments, as
well as, modelling the way they affect their environments byissuing their outputs to it. The environmen-
tal assumption of an input complex action not only relies on the current state of the environment, but also,
on whether all its input actions in its sequence of transitions can be satisfied. The requirement to con-
sider all transitions in the sequence, means that abinary IACA composition operator cannot necessarily
reason about the compatibility of more than two components;because there could always exist a third
helpful (or unhelpful) component that would affect the compatibility and environmental assumptions of a
complex action. As discussed later in Section 4.5, the inability to reason fully about the compatibility of
components in the presence of complex actions, is the reasonthat IACA composition is not associative.
In other words, in the presence of complex actions, to reasonabout the compatibility of components of a
system, we need to consider all of them, rather than considering their compatibility in pairs.
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Our definition of composition leads to a natural definition for the IACA refinement relation. IACA’s
refinement relation is intuitively comparable with concepts in programming languages such as subclasses
and optional parameters for function calls. IACA refinementfollows the IA refinement principle: a more
refined IACA should not constrain its environment more than the original IACA does. As such, a more
refined IACA should provide more inputs (i.e., should be more controllable by its environment than
the original IACA), and issue less outputs (i.e., should constrain its environment less than the original
IACA). Additionally, a more refined IACA, in comparison withthe original IACA, can have complex
actions with some more (optional) input elements at the end of its complex actions. Conversely, a more
refined IACA can choose to omit some of the output elements at the end of the original IACA’s complex
actions.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. We begin by providing background information
on IA. In Section 3, we describe IACA. In Sections 4 and 5, we present the IACA composition operator
and the IACA refinement relation, respectively. In Section 6, we compare IACA with similar models that
support complex actions, and summarize and discuss future work in Section 7. Appendix A includes the
proofs of the lemmas and theorems stated in the paper. Throughout the paper, we provide examples of
the use of IACA to model Web services. This paper is an extended version of our original work [13, 12].
Here, we have revised some of our design decisions, and have included a more thorough treatment of
IACA composition and refinement, along with the outlines of the proofs of the properties of IACA.

2. Background: Interface Automata

Interface automata (IA) [3, 5], introduced by de Alfaro and Henzinger, is an automata-based model de-
signed to be suitable for specifying component-based systems. IA is a part of the class of models called
interface models[4], which are intended to specify conciselyhowsystems can be used, and follow some
well-formedness criteria that are suitable for component-based design. The two main characteristics of
interface models are that they assume ahelpful environmentand supporttop-downdesign. A helpful
environment for an interface provides the inputs it needs and always accepts all its outputs. Therefore,
interfaces are optimistic, and do not usually specify all possible behaviours of the systems. For example,
they often do not include fault scenarios.Top-down designis based on a notion of refinement, which
relates two instances of a model. A refinement of a model can besubstituted for the original. In a
well-formed interface model, a binarycompositionoperator and arefinementrelation are defined. Com-
position is both commutative and associative. Top-down design means that for three interface modelsP ,
P ′, Q, and the composition ofP andQ, P ‖ Q, if P ′ refinesP , i.e.,P ′ � P , then:(P ′ ‖ Q) � (P ‖ Q).

To provide the necessary context to present our IACA model, in the remainder of this section we
provide a primer on IA, which is based on the presentation of IA in [3]. IAs are well-formed interface
models. They are syntactically similar to Input/Output Automata [22], but have different semantics.
Figure 1 shows two IAs. The arrows on top represent the inputsof the system and arrows at the bottom
represent the outputs of the system. The initial state of an IA is designated by an arrow with no source.
IA Prod is a component (service) that receives either an ISBN or a name of a book, and based on the
request provides the price of the book in Canadian or US dollars. The author of a book is also an output
of the system. Input actions are followed by “?”, and output actions by “!”. IA Paycarries out a credit
card payment by receiving an amount in Canadian dollars and acredit card number, and produces either
a reference number for a successful transaction or an error number.
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credit_no?
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Figure 1: Two IAs:ProdandPay.

Definition 2.1. An interface automaton(IA), P = 〈VP , iP ,AI
P ,AO

P ,AH
P ,TP 〉, consists ofVP a finite

set of states,iP ∈ VP the initial state,AI
P , AO

P andAH
P , which are disjoint sets of input, output, and

hidden actions, respectively, andTP the set of transitions between states such thatTP ⊆ VP ×AP ×VP ,
whereAP = AI

P ∪AO
P ∪AH

P . Well-formed IAs must bedeterministic[6, 2], i.e., for any two transitions
(u, a, v) and(u, a, l), v = l.

For an IAP , and a stateu ∈ VP : AI
P (u), AO

P (u), andAH
P (u) represent the sets of input, output, and

hidden actions, respectively, that have transitions with sourceu.

2.1. IA Composition

The composition of two IAs is a subset of all possible interleaved transitions of the two IAs, except for
the actions that are shared. On a shared action (input of one IA and output of the other IA), the two IAs
synchronize in the composition.

The composition in IA is defined only for twocomposableIAs.

Definition 2.2. IAs P and Q are composableif they do not take any of the same inputs and do not
produce the same outputs, and their hidden actions do not overlap with other actions:

(AI
P ∩ AI

Q) = (AO
P ∩ AO

Q) = (AH
P ∩ AQ) = (AH

Q ∩ AP ) = ∅

For two composable IAs, their set of shared actions is definedas follows.

Definition 2.3. Considering two IAs,P andQ, their set ofshared actionsis defined as:

Shared(P,Q) = AP ∩ AQ

A hidden action in the composition is created by shared actions. During composition when an output
action of one component is internally consumed by an input action of another component, a synchro-
nization happens and the two actions are reduced to a hidden action on a single transition. To define
composition, we first define the interleaved product of actions and states of two composable IAs:
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Figure 2: Two composable IAs,A andB, and their compositionA ‖ B.

Definition 2.4. For two composable IAs,P and Q, their interleaved product, P ⊗ Q, is defined as
follows.

VP⊗Q = VP × VQ

iP⊗Q = (iP , iQ)

AI
P⊗Q = (AI

P ∪ AI
Q)\Shared(P,Q)

AO
P⊗Q = (AO

P ∪ AO
Q)\Shared(P,Q)

AH
P⊗Q = AH

P ∪AH
Q ∪ Shared(P,Q)

TP⊗Q =







{((p, q), a, (p′, q)) | (p, a, p′) ∈ TP ∧ a /∈ Shared(P,Q) ∧ q ∈ VQ}

∪ {((p, q), a, (p, q′)) | (q, a, q′) ∈ TQ ∧ a /∈ Shared(P,Q) ∧ p ∈ VP}

∪ {((p, q), a, (p′, q′)) | (p, a, p′) ∈ TP ∧ (q, a, q′) ∈ TQ ∧ a ∈ Shared(P,Q)}







In Figure 2 (c), the matrix of states and transitions represents the interleaved product of IAsA andB.
IAs A andB are composable andb is a shared action of the two IAs. Transitions on non-shared actions
are interleaved, and a transition is created on a hidden action to represent the synchronization onb (from
state (1,2’) to state (2,3’)). Hidden actions have “;” following their names.

The composition of two IAs is defined based on their interleaved product. In the composition of two
composable IAs, because of the assumption of a helpful environment, neither component should have to
wait to synchronize,i.e., if one component is ready to issue an output action, the othershould be ready
to receive the action immediately. A state of the interleaved product where one component would have
to wait is considered anillegal state. The composition of two IAs does not include their illegal states.
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Definition 2.5. An illegal stateof two composable IAs,P andQ, is a state in which one of the IAs has
an output action, belonging to their set of shared actions, enabled in that state and the other IA does not
have any transition using the corresponding action.

Illegal(P,Q) =











(p, q) ∈ VP × VQ | ∃a ∈ Shared(P,Q) ·







a ∈ AO
P (p) ∧ a /∈ AI

Q(q)

∨

a ∈ AO
Q(q) ∧ a /∈ AI

P (p)

















An illegal state is a combined state of the two components in which one is ready to issue an output
and the other is not ready to receive it. If the interleaved product of two IAs isopen, i.e., there are some
inputs that do not belong to the set of shared actions of the two IAs, then a helpful environment may be
able to avoid an illegal state by not providing the inputs that lead the product to its illegal states. Inputs
of an open system allow its environment to control it. However, if the interleaved product of two IAs is
closed, i.e.,all actions are either output or hidden, and thus uncontrollable, then an environment cannot
avoid the illegal states of the interleaved product, and thecomposition becomes empty.

The composition of two composable IAs,P andQ, can be formally defined based on a notion of
environment.

Definition 2.6. An environmentE for an IA P is itself an IA, and satisfies the following conditions:

- E andP are composable, and

- E is non-empty, and

- E can receive all ofP ’s outputs,i.e.,AI
E = AO

P , and

- Illegal(P,E) = ∅.

Next, we define the notions ofcompatible statesof two composable IAs, and then define composition
of two composable IAs.

Definition 2.7. Given two composable IAs,P andQ, a pair(p, q) ∈ VP × VQ is compatibleif there is
an environmentE for P ⊗Q such that no state inIllegal(P,Q)×VE is reachable in(P ⊗Q)⊗E from
the state((p, q), iE). The setCmp(P,Q) is the set of all such states.

Definition 2.8. Given two composable IAs,P andQ, the composition ofP andQ, denoted asP ‖ Q,
is an IA with the same actions asP ⊗ Q, statesVP‖Q = Cmp(P,Q), initial stateiP‖Q = {iP⊗Q} ∩
Cmp(P,Q), and transitionsTP‖Q = TP⊗Q ∩ {Cmp(P,Q) ×AP⊗Q × Cmp(P,Q)}.

If iP⊗Q ∈ Cmp(P,Q), then IAP ‖ Q is defined.
Let us look at our example in Figure 2 again. In state (0,2’) ofthe interleaved product ofA andB, in

Figure 2 (c),B is immediately ready to sendb butA is not yet ready to receive it. State (0,2’) is an illegal
state, as are (2,2’) and (3,2’), shown in black boxes. These states are not included in the composition.
States and transitions on paths that lead to these illegal states where the path consistsentirelyof output
and hidden actions are also not included; such paths are calledautonomous paths. The environment does
not have any control over output and hidden transitions. State (0,1’) (shown with a grey-filled box) is
enabled withe! and as such can lead to an illegal state. Thus, state (0,1’) isitself an illegal state, because
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even in the presence of a helpful environment, execution maylead to illegal state (0,2’), from state (0,1’).
The illegal states of an automaton are the undesired states that can be autonomously reached, without
the help of the environment of the automaton; the environment cannot stop the automaton reaching
them. The illegal states, as well as, unreachable states, along with their corresponding transitions, are
eliminated from the composition of two IAs. The IA resultingfrom the composition of IAsA andB,
A ‖ B, is shown in Figure 2 (d).

The composition of two composable IAs is non-empty if their interleaved product’s initial state be-
longs to their set of compatible states. IA composition, in practice, can be computed by a simple back-
tracking algorithm, shown in Figure 3, which starts from allillegal states and considers any other states
that can reach them through autonomous paths, as illegal states themselves. The states that survive the
backtracking algorithm are compatible states of the interleaved product and will appear in the composi-
tion.

Algorithm RemoveIllegal(P , Q, TP⊗Q, VP⊗Q) ;
Variables : TP‖Q, VP‖Q, K, temp ;

begin
K = Illegal(P,Q) ;
repeat

/* Backtrack one transition to identify more illegal states */

temp = {(p, q)| ∃((p, q), a, (p′, q′)) ∈ TP⊗Q · (p′, q′) ∈ K ∧ a ∈ (AO
P⊗Q ∪ AH

P⊗Q)} ;
/* Add to the set of illegal states */

K = K ∪ temp ;
until temp == ∅;
VP‖Q = VP⊗Q\K;
TP‖Q = TP⊗Q\{((p, q), a, (p′, q′))| ((p, q) ∈ K) ∨ ((p′, q′) ∈ K)} ;
return TP‖Q, VP‖Q;

end

Figure 3: Algorithm for computing the composition of two composable IAsP andQ.

As another example, the composition of the IAsProd andPay in Figure 1 is shown in Figure 4.
All states whereProd generates the outputus price andPay is not ready to receive it are considered
illegal states and are not included in the composition. In this example, by removing such illegal states,
transitions onin us?are removed. However, actionin usstill appears as an input of the composition.

IA composition, for composable IAs, is both commutative andassociative [3].

Theorem 2.1. For all IAsP andQ, either they are not composable, orP ‖ Q is defined and is equal to
Q ‖ P .

Theorem 2.2. For all IAs P , Q andR, either some of the IAs are not composable, or(P ‖ Q) ‖ R =
P ‖ (Q ‖ R).

2.2. Refinement

IA Q refines IAP , if Q provides the services ofP . Q can have more inputs thanP , but no more outputs.
As an example,GenPayin Figure 5 refinesPay in Figure 1. GenPayprovides more services thanPay
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ISBNname in_us credit_no

ISBN?

name?
ref_no!

authorerr_noref_no

in_cdn

cdn_price;in_cdn?

Prod || Pay

err_no!
err_no!

author!

ref_no!credit_no?

author!

author!

credit_no?

Figure 4:Prod ‖ Pay is the composition of two composable IAs in Figure 1.

ref_no!

err_noref_no

GenPay

us_price?

cdn_price?
credit_no?

err_no!

cdn_priceus_pricecredit_no

Figure 5:GenPayrefinesPay in Figure 1.

since it can carry out payments in both Canadian and US dollars. As an interface model, top-down design
guarantees that(Prod ‖ GenPay) refines(Prod ‖ Pay).

The refinement of IA is defined using a refinement relation between the states of two IAs. If IAQ
refines IAP , denoted asQ � P , then analternating simulation relation[7] exists between the states
of Q andP .3 For simplicity, we refer to the alternating simulation relation as the refinement relation on
states. Forq ∈ VQ andp ∈ VP , q refinesp, denoted asq � p, if q has more than or the same input actions
asp, and less than or the same output actions asp. Also, for any stateq′ reachable fromq, immediately
or through hidden actions, there is a corresponding statep′ similarly reachable fromp such thatq′ � p′.
All states reachable from a stateonly through hidden transitions are considered the same state for the
purposes of refinement. The initial state ofQ must refine the initial state ofP .

3An alternating simulation relation [7] is different from a regular simulation relation, in that an alternating simulation relation
can be defined for composite systems consisting of multiple components.P ′ is related toP , a component of a composite
system, by an alternating simulation, ifP ′ can mimic the transitions ofP , and furthermore it does not constrain the other
components in the composite system more thanP does. It is also possible to define an alternating simulationrelation with
respect to a set of components belonging to a composite system; i.e.,P can be a set of components. All other components not
being involved in an alternating simulation, are considered as the environment.
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Next, the IA refinement relation is formally described. For astateu ∈ VP , closureP (u) is a set
containingu and all states that can be reached fromu through internal transitions. Theexternally enabled
input andexternally enabled outputactions of a state can then be defined.

Definition 2.9. For IA P , and stateu ∈ VP , the set ofexternally enabled input(ExtEnI
P (u)) and

externally enabled output(ExtEnO
P (u)) actions are:

ExtEnI
P (u) = {a| ∀u′ ∈ closureP (u) · a ∈ AI

P (u′)}

ExtEnO
P (u) = {a| ∃u′ ∈ closureP (u) · a ∈ AO

P (u′)}

The externally enabled input and output actions are used to model the fact that an environment
cannot detect the hidden transitions that may happen in a certain state of an IA. An environment does not
distinguish between alldifferentstates that it may reach through hidden transitions. As such, to define a
proper refinement for an IAP , for any of its statesu ∈ VP , it is necessary to identify all the states that
P can move through its hidden transitions,i.e., identify closureP (u). A proper refinement ofP , sayQ,
needs only to be receptive to input actions,i.e.,output actions from the environment, that are enabled in
all states belonging toclosureP (u). In other words, the environment ofP is careful not to invoke an
input that may not be enabled in one of the states inclosureP (u), andQ would be a proper refinement,
in its corresponding state foru, if it can handle all input actions (and possibly more) that belong to
ExtEnI

P (u). Output transitions may be issued from any of the states inclosureP (u), and thereforeQ
would be a proper refinement if, in its corresponding state for u, it does not issue more outputs to the
environment thanP does in any of the states belonging toclosureP (u).

The refinement relation between two IAs holds, if the pair of their initial states are in that relation,
and furthermore, all appropriate reachable states from a pair of states belonging to the refinement re-
lation, also belong to the refinement relation. The following three definitions formally describe the IA
refinement relation.

Definition 2.10. For a stateu and an externally enabled actiona ∈ ExtEnI
P (u) ∪ ExtEnO

P (u), the
externally reachable statesare defined as:

DestP (u, a) = {u′| ∃(r, a, u′) ∈ TP · r ∈ closureP (u)}

Definition 2.11. The binary relation,alternating simulation� ⊆ VQ×VP , between two statesq ∈ VQ

andp ∈ VP , denoted asq � p, holds if the following conditions are true:

- ExtEnI
P (p) ⊆ ExtEnI

Q(q)
(q has more, or the same, externally enabled inputs thanp), and

- ExtEnO
P (p) ⊇ ExtEnO

Q(q)
(q has less, or the same, externally enabled outputs thanp), and

- ∀ a ∈ (ExtEnI
P (p) ∪ ExtEnO

Q(q)) · ∀ q′ ∈ DestQ(q, a) · ∃ p′ ∈ DestP (p, a) · q′ � p′

(For all common externally enabled actions atp andq, and all states reachable fromq via those
actions, there exists a state inP that simulatesq’s behaviours).
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The above definition establishes a recursive refinement relation where a state in the refined IA can
have more inputs and less outputs enabled, than the originalinterface. Furthermore, all neighboring
states in the refined IA have a corresponding state in the original IA (the third condition of the relation).
The first two conditions in the above definition guarantee that a refinement of an IA can be substituted
with the original in all composition contexts, while maintaining the top-down design property. If the first
two conditions are not met, then a refinement of an IAP , sayP ′, when composed with another IA, say
Q, could introduce some illegal states thatP would not have introduced when composed withQ.

Definition 2.12. IA Q refinesIA P , Q � P , if:

- AI
P ⊆ AI

Q, and

- AO
P ⊇ AO

Q, and

- iQ � iP .

The first two conditions maintain the composability and top-down design properties when an IA is
replaced with its refinement, and the third condition propagates the simulation relation to appropriate
states of the two IAs.

IA refinement is a reflexive and transitive relation.

3. Interface Automata with Complex Actions

Interface automata with complex actions (IACA) extends interface automata with the ability to declare
a sequence of transitions to be acomplex action. The transitions within a complex action are not inter-
leaved with transitions from another component during IACAcomposition. Complex actions in an IACA
are meant to model software artifacts such as methods or complex messages, which can have multiple
constituent elements but should not be interleaved with other actions in composition. As an example,
Figure 6 shows an IACA,CompPay, with a complex actionpay in cdn, represented by the dashed tran-
sition. IACA CompPayis similar to IAPayof Figure 1, except that input actionscdn priceandcredit no
cannot be interleaved with actions from another component during composition with another IACA. In-
tuitively, we do not wantpay in cdn to be interleaved since it represents a single method that has more
than one parameter. From the perspective of interface models, the complex actionpay in cdn captures
an environmental assumption of IACACompPay; namely, the assumption thatall of the parameters of
pay in cdnshould arrive in the correct order.

A complex action represents either an input or an output behaviour, and thus should consist entirely
of either inputs or outputs, possibly along with some hiddenactions in the sequence.4 Complex actions
can only be a linear sequence of transitions. The states within a complex action are calledinternal states
and are represented by grey-filled circles. In Figure 6, states 1, 3, and 4 are normal states ofCompPay
and state 2 is the only internal state. Internal states act asdelimitersbetween constituent elements of a
complex action. Compared to a normal state, an internal state has exactly one incoming and one outgoing
transition.5

4Allowing for the mixture of input and output actions to appear in a complex action is unnecessary for our purpose, which is
checking for the compatibility of the components of a system. If we were interested in modelling the “computation” of systems,
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Figure 6: IACACompPayrepresents similar functionality as IAPay in Figure 1.

For convenience, we first introduce IACA and its components formally, and then separately, define
the well-formedness criteria of an IACA. In the subsequent sections, we define the IACA composition
operator and the IACA refinement relation.

Definition 3.1. An interface automaton with complex actions(IACA), P = 〈VN
P ,VInt

P , iP ,AI
P ,AO

P ,AH
P ,

AC
P ,TP , φP 〉, has the following elements:

- VN
P is the set of normal states.

- VInt
P is the set of internal states.VN

P ∩VInt
P = ∅. The internal states are the ones inside a complex

action. We denoteVP = VN
P ∪ VInt

P as the set of all states.

- iP is the initial state.iP ∈ VN
P .

- AI
P ,AO

P ,AH
P are disjoint sets of input, output and hidden actions. Theseare normal, non-complex

actions. We denoteAN
P = AI

P ∪AO
P ∪ AH

P .

- AC
P is the set of complex actions whereAC

P ∩ AN
P = ∅. We denoteAP = AC

P ∪AN
P .

- TP ⊆ VP ×AN
P ×VP is the set of normal (non-complex) transitions. We require that eachv ∈ VInt

P

is the source ofexactlyone transition and the destination ofexactlyone transition inTP .

- φP ⊆ VN
P ×AC

P ×VN
P is the set of complex transitions. There is a unique injective functionfragP

mapping each complex transition inP to its sequence of non-complex transitions inTP , which is
called itscomplex fragment. A complex fragment is an alternating sequence of states andnormal
actions, such that for(u, c, v) ∈ φP , fragP (u, c, v) = 〈u, a0, s0, a1, s1, . . . , sn−1, an, v〉, and

- ∀i (0 ≤ i < n) · si ∈ VInt
P

(all si’s are internal states), and

instead of their interfaces, then complex actions consisting of a mixture of input and output actions would have been helpful.
5The distinction between normal and internal states is analogous to the distinction between “abstract”(observable) and “con-
crete”(invisible) states in action refinement for process algebras [17].
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- (∀i (0 ≤ i ≤ n) · ai ∈ (AI
P ∪ AH

P )) ∨ (∀i (0 ≤ i ≤ n) · ai ∈ (AO
P ∪ AH

P ))
(all actions either belong to the union of input and hidden normal actions, or belong to the
union of output and hidden normal actions), and

- ∀i, j (0 ≤ i, j ≤ n) · (i 6= j) ⇒ (ai 6= aj)
(The constituent actions of a complex fragment are distinctactions), and

- ((u, a0, s0) ∈ TP ) ∧ ((sn−1, an, v) ∈ TP ) ∧ ∀i (0 < i < n) · (si−1, ai, si) ∈ TP

(every transition is a non-complex transition).

As an example, in Figure 6,fragCompPay(1, pay in cdn, 3) = 〈1, cdn price, 2, credit no, 3〉.
We use the following notation:

• For an IACA P , and a states ∈ VP : AI
P (s), AO

P (s), AH
P (s), andAC

P (s) represent the sets of
input, output, hidden, and complex actions, respectively,that have transitions with sources. Set
AN

P (s) represents the set of normal actions that have transitions with sources. Fora ∈ AN
P (s) or

a ∈ AC
P (s), we saya is enabled ats, or s is enabled witha.

• For an IACA P , an alternating sequence of states and normal actions〈s0, a0, s1, · · · , sn〉 is an
executionof P , if s0 is reachable fromiP , and(si, ai, si+1) ∈ TP , for all 0 ≤ i < n. A complex
fragment ofP is an “execution” ofP that maps a complex transition to its execution.

• For a complex transition(u, c, v) in φP , we use functionsschedP (u, c, v) and statesP (u, c, v),
to represent thescheduleand thestatesof that complex transition, respectively. As an exam-
ple, schedCompPay(1, pay in cdn, 3) = 〈cdn price, credit no〉, and statesCompPay(u, c, v) =
{1, 2, 3}.

• For internal states of an IACAP , we define functionCompTranP , which maps an internal state to
its complex transition. As an example,CompTranCompPay(2) = (1, pay in cdn, 3).

An IACA P is well-formed if: each of its complex actions is associatedwith a unique schedule, each
of its its internal states is associated with a complex transition, it is deterministic, and none of its states
has more than one incoming transitions with the same action;i.e., it is incoming deterministic. Formally,

Definition 3.2. An IACA P = 〈VN
P ,VInt

P , iP ,AI
P ,AO

P ,AH
P ,AC

P ,TP , φP 〉 is well-formedif:

1. (∀(u, c, v) ∈ φP · ∀(u′, c, v′) ∈ φP · schedP (u, c, v) = schedP (u′, c, v′)) ∧
(∀(u, c, v) ∈ φP · ∀(u′, d, v′) ∈ φP · schedP (u, c, v) = schedP (u′, d, v′) ⇒ d = c)

(Complex transitions with the same complex actions have thesame schedules, and complex actions
with the same schedules have the same complex action names),and

2. ∀u ∈ VInt
P · CompTranP (u) ∈ φP

(Every internal state is associated with a complex transition; i.e., CompTranP is a total function),
and

3. ∀(u, a, v) ∈ TP · ∀(u, a, v′) ∈ TP · (v = v′)

(Similar to IA, IACA is deterministic), and
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4. ∀(u, a, v) ∈ TP · ∀(u′, a, v′) ∈ TP · (u 6= u′) ⇒ (v 6= v′)

(An IACA should beincoming deterministic; i.e.,two transitions with the same action should have
distinct destinations).

In the remainder of the paper, we are only interested in the well-formed IACAs, and whenever we
refer to an IACA, we mean a well-formed IACA.

The constraint that an internal state has exactly one incoming transition and exactly one outgoing
transition, together with the first two IACA well-formedness constraints above, guarantees that a complex
transition is associated with a unique sequence of non-complex transitions, and a unique complex action.

The third well-formedness constraint,i.e., that an IACA is deterministic, is necessary to ensure that
the composition of two composable IACAs would yield internal states that are the source of not more
than one transition. In IA, the same constraint is necessary, but for a different reason, namely to ensure
the associativity of the IA composition.

The fourth well-formedness constraint,i.e., that an IACA is incoming deterministic, is necessary to
ensure that the composition of two composable IACAs will notinclude internal states that have more than
one incoming transition. More precisely, this constraint is meant to disallow transitions on the shared
actions of two composable IACAs that make a certain state notincoming deterministic.6 The fourth
constraint disallows ambiguity in identifying the starting state of a complex transition, when two IACAs
are composed.7

In some cases, the fourth well-formedness constraint can beavoided by transforming an IACA that
is not incoming deterministic to an IACA that is equivalent to it, and is incoming deterministic. For
example in Figure 7, IACAA, shown in part (a) of Figure 7, is not incoming deterministic, but can
be transformed into IACAA′, as shown in part (b) of Figure 7, which is incoming deterministic. The
two IACAs are bisimilar in a process algebraic sense; which is a sufficient equivalence measure for our
model. Similar techniques as are used in finite automaton minimization algorithms [9, 27], can be used
to lump such states as 1 and 2 inA, into state1′ in A′. If such lumped states still yield a non-incoming
deterministic IACA, then for acyclic IACAs, it is possible to eliminate the states that violate the incoming
deterministic property. In part (d) of Figure 7, such statesare eliminated by cloning states such as 3 and
4 in IACA B, shown in section (c) of Figure 7, into states3 1′ and3 2′, and4 1′ and4 2′ in IACA B′,
respectively. AgainB andB′ are bisimilar.8

Every IA is an IACA with empty sets of complex transitions andcomplex actions. We call the IA that
consists of all parts of an IACA except the complex transitions and the complex actions, theequivalent
IA to an IACA. Formally:

Definition 3.3. Given an IACA,P = 〈VN
P ,VInt

P , iP ,AI
P ,AO

P ,AH
P ,AC

P ,TP , φP 〉, Q = 〈VP , iP ,AI
P ,AO

P

,AH
P ,TP 〉 is theequivalentIA for P .

6The set of shared actions of two composable IACAsP andQ, as will be defined later, similar to IA, is(AN
P ∩AN

Q ).
7The fourth well-formedness constraint for IACAs is analogous to the constraint of the Promela language [21], wheregoto

statements referring to destinations within and step transitions are disallowed.
8For IACAs with cycles, this expensive procedure is not helpful since it may produce a non-deterministic IACA and/or could
produce an IACA with more than one initial state. We believe that the question of constructing a bisimilar IACA that is
incoming deterministic for an arbitrary IACA, which is not incoming deterministic, is an interesting research question.
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Figure 7: Eliminating states with more than one incoming transition with the same action.

4. IACA Composition

IACA composition is a binary function mapping two composable IACAs into a new IACA. The main
difference between IACA and IA composition is that the transitions within a complex action are not in-
terleaved in IACA composition. This behaviour is necessaryto ensure all parameters of a method call or
a message arrive together in the exact order required. Synchronization between actions of the two com-
ponents may occur within a complex fragment, but each complex fragment in the two IACAs maintains
its sequence of actions in the composition (possibly with some actions having become hidden actions).
Synchronization, similar to IA, creates hidden transitions. In the composition of two IACAs, similar to
IA composition, we combine the environmental assumptions of the two IACAs. The assumption that a
complex fragment has about its environment,i.e., that its schedule cannot be interleaved, is preserved
when it is composed with another IACA, by requiring the otherIACA to provide the appropriate actions,
that belong to their shared actions, exactly in the order of the schedule of the complex fragment. Further-
more, either the whole complex fragment is present in the composition or the complex fragment should
not appear in the composition at all. The interleaving in IACA composition of two composable IACAs
is a subset of the interleaving in IA composition of the equivalent IAs of the two IACAs.

Figure 8 shows the composition of IACACompPay, previously shown in Figure 6, and component
Prod (now viewed as an IACA), previously shown as an IA in Figure 1.The transitions within the com-
plex transitionpay in cdn in CompPayare not interleaved with other actions, andpay in cdn remains a
complex action inProd ‖ CompPay. The composition involved a synchronization between the input
cdn price in CompPayand the outputcdn price in Prod, which results in a hidden action within the com-
plex actionpay in cdn. The output actionauthorcannot appear betweencdn priceandcredit noactions
because they are elements of complex transitionpay in cdn. Because of the way IACA composition
limits interleaving,Prod ‖ CompPay is smaller in size than the similar IA composition in Figure 4.
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Before formally defining the composability criteria for thecomposition of two IACAs, we need to
define thesubsequencerelation between two sequences.

Definition 4.1. We call a sequencer a subsequenceof s, denotedr b s, if r contains a subset ofs
elements in the same order as the elements appear ins.

The composability criteria in IACA includes the composability criteria of IA plus extra restrictions
to handle complex transitions. If the schedules of two complex transitions, one from each IACA, overlap
without the schedule of one being a subsequence of the schedule of the other, then the two IACAs are
not composable.

Definition 4.2. Two IACAs arecomposable, if their equivalent IAs are composable, and for any pair
of complex transitions belonging to the two IACAs, either they areaction-disjoint, i.e., their sets of
schedules are disjoint, or the schedule of one is asubsequenceof the other.9

9Initially in [13], we had a more restricted composability criteria, which required that for any two complex transitionsbelonging
to two composable IACAs, either their schedules should not overlap or the schedule of one should be a prefix of another, rather
than its subsequence. We thank the reviewer who suggested exploring alternative design decisions.
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Figure 9: Computing IACA composition for two composable IACAs.

As an example, in Figure 9, the equivalent IAs of IACAsA andB are composable, and furthermore,
the schedule of complex transition(1′,M, 3′) of B, is a subsequence of the schedule of the complex
transition(1, L, 4), of A, and thusA andB are composable.

By requiring the subsequence relation between the schedules of any two complex transitions when
they are composed, it is possible to guarantee that complex transitions in the result can be associated
with the schedule of one of the complex transitions of the twoIACAs. In Section 4.5, we discuss why
we made this design choice from the alternatives, along withother design choices made so far.

For complex transitions belonging to two composable IACAs we define the following notation:

Definition 4.3. For two composable IACAs,P and Q, and complex transitions(p, c, p′) ∈ φP and
(q, d, q′) ∈ φQ, (p, c, p′) embeds(q, d, q′), and(q, d, q′) is embeddedin (p, c, p′), if sched(q, d, q′) b

sched(p, c, p′).

Similar to IA, the set of shared normal actions for two composable IACAs can be defined.
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Definition 4.4. For two composable IACAs,P andQ, their set ofshared actionsis:

Shared(P,Q) = AN
P ∩ AN

Q

We define the composition of two IACAs using the following sequence of constructive steps:

1. Compute theinterleaved productof two IACAs, P ∗ Q. The IACA interleaved product differs
from the IA interleaved product, in that interleavings of transitions within complex actions are not
allowed.

2. Removeillegal statesfrom the interleaved product, as for IA.

3. Removeillegal internal statesfrom the result of (2). We call the result thelegal interleaved
product, P ~ Q.

4. Compute the complex transitions. The result isP ‖ Q.

Next, we define these steps formally, and use the simple IACAsof Figure 9 to illustrate these steps. All
proofs are presented in Appendix A.

4.1. Step 1: Interleaved Product for IACA

In the first step, we compute theinterleaved productof two composable IACAsP andQ, P ∗Q. Part (c)
of Figure 9 illustrates the first step of computing the composition of two IACAs in our example.

Definition 4.5. For two composable IACAs,P andQ, we define theirinterleaved product, P ∗ Q, as
follows:

VP∗Q = VP × VQ

VInt
P∗Q = {(p, q) ∈ (VP × VQ)| (p ∈ VInt

P ) ∨ (q ∈ VInt
Q )}

iP∗Q = (iP , iQ)

AI
P∗Q = (AI

P ∪ AI
Q) \ Shared(P,Q)

AO
P∗Q = (AO

P ∪ AO
Q) \ Shared(P,Q)

AH
P∗Q = AH

P ∪AH
P ∪ Shared(P,Q)

AC
P∗Q = AC

P ∪ AC
Q

TP∗Q =

{((p, q), a, (p′, q)) | (p, a, p′) ∈ TP ∧ a /∈ Shared(P,Q) ∧ p ∈ VN
P ∧ q ∈ VN

Q } (1)

∪ {((p, q), a, (p, q′)) | (q, a, q′) ∈ TQ ∧ a /∈ Shared(P,Q) ∧ q ∈ VN
Q ∧ p ∈ VN

P } (2)

∪ {((p, q), a, (p′, q′)) | (p, a, p′) ∈ TP ∧ (q, a, q′) ∈ TQ ∧ a ∈ Shared(P,Q)} (3)

∪ {((p, q), a, (p′, q)) | (p, a, p′) ∈ TP ∧ a /∈ Shared(P,Q) ∧ p ∈ VInt
P } (4)

∪ {((p, q), a, (p, q′)) | (q, a, q′) ∈ TQ ∧ a /∈ Shared(P,Q) ∧ q ∈ VInt
Q } (5)

We call the setsVP∗Q andTP∗Q, the set ofinterleaved statesand interleaved transitionsof P andQ,
respectively. Throughout the paper, whenever we refer to set (1), (2), (3), (4), or (5), we mean the
corresponding set of transitions in Definition 4.5.

The interleaved product of two composable IACAs is not an IACA. In particular, we cannot define
φP∗Q for the interleaved product ofP andQ. We can define a new IACA only after following the four
steps of constructing the composition.
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For each state(p, q) ∈ VP∗Q, if either p or q is an internal state, then(p, q) is an internal state. For
example, in part (c) of Figure 9, all states associated with state 3 are internal states, and have transitions
on actiond?.

Set(3) consists of synchronizations that can happen between two IACAs on shared actions. The
composability criteria guarantee that each action is an input action of one IACA and an output of the
other IACA. Set(1) consists of the transitions that do not involve shared actions, and are transitions that
exit normal states ofP . Set(4) is for transitions originating from internal states ofP ; in the reachable
part, these are not interleaved with the transitions fromQ, becauseQ is in a normal state. Sets(2) and
(5) are similarly defined as sets(1) and(4), but for the transitions of IACAQ.

The definition of sets(4) and(5) allow for situations where some internal states could have two
outgoing transitions. In the interleaved product, all suchinternal states belong to the internal states of two
action-disjoint complex transitions, and are all unreachable, as will be shown in Lemma 4.1. Sets(4) and
(5) are meant to allow a complex transition, belonging toP or Q respectively, to follow their schedules
when a non-shared action is enabled on one of their internal states. Both sets disallow the transitions on
the normal states of the other IACA to interleave their executions within a complex fragment.

Definition 4.5 guarantees that each internal state of the interleaved product has a maximum of one
transition entering it, and a maximum of one transition exiting it. We defer the proof of this claim to the
step where we remove all illegal states, in Section 4.3, and then prove a stronger claim for internal states.

4.2. Step 2: Remove illegal states

Similar to IA composition, the states where a shared output action is enabled, but there is no input ready
from the other IACA are illegal states, and are not included in the composition. In this step, we remove
the illegal statesfrom the interleaved product. The illegal states of two IACAs are defined the same as
the illegal states for their equivalent IAs, as defined in Definition 2.5. For IACA, in addition to illegal
states that comprise of pairs of normal states, there could also exist illegal states whose pairs of states
comprise of one or two internal states.

Part (c) of Figure 9 shows the illegal states of the two IACAs as black-filled boxes in the interleaved
product. Part (d) of Figure 9 shows the result of removing illegal states for the interleaved product ofA
andB. Similar to IA, we remove all illegal states, as well as, transitions that are on paths to illegal states
that consistentirelyof output and hidden actions,i.e.,autonomous paths. We then remove all unreachable
states and transitions. A similar algorithm to the one in Figure 3, which we used for removing illegal
states for IAs, can be used to remove illegal states in IACA.

4.3. Step 3: Remove illegal internal states

By removing illegal states of an interleaved product, some internal states do not appear in the interleaved
product of two IACAs. As such, there could exist some partialcomplex fragments that cannot be as-
sociated with any complex actions. The internal states of the interleaved product that have no outgoing
transitions are calledillegal internal states, and should be removed. Illegal internal states cannot be part
of a complex action because all complex fragments must terminate in a normal state. For example, the
empty box in part (d) of Figure 9 is an illegal internal state.

We use a backtracking algorithm to remove all illegal internal states. Removing an illegal internal
state can create a new illegal internal state. The algorithmin Figure 10 needs to backtrack until no
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illegal internal states exist in the interleaved product oftwo IACAs. However, unlike removing illegal
states, we do not have to remove autonomous paths that lead toillegal internal states, because a helpful
environment can avoid creating partial complex fragments by not issuing certain inputs. In fact, in Step
2, we have already removed such autonomous paths, and at thisstage a helpful environment is able to
avoid the undesired states. Part (e) of Figure 9 shows the result of removing illegal internal states of the
interleaved product of part (d). Next, we define the set of illegal internal states and present the algorithm
for removing them.

Definition 4.6. Given two composable IACAs,P andQ, and their sets of interleaved transitions,TP∗Q,
and interleaved states,VP∗Q, the set ofillegal internal statesof P andQ, IllegalInternal(P,Q), is
computed by the algorithm in Figure 10, and represents all internal states of an interleaved product that
have no outgoing transitions.

Algorithm RemoveIllegalInternal(P , Q, TP∗Q, VP∗Q) ;
Variables : TP~Q, VP~Q, K, temp, IllegalInternal(P,Q);

begin
K = {(p, q) ∈ VInt

P∗Q | @((p, q), a, (p′, q′)) ∈ TP∗Q} ;

repeat
/* Backtrack to identify more illegal internal states */

temp = {(p, q) ∈ VInt
P∗Q | ∃((p, q), a, (p′, q′)) ∈ TP∗Q · (p′, q′) ∈ K} ;

/* Add to the set of illegal internal states */

K = K ∪ temp ;

until temp == ∅;
IllegalInternal(P,Q) = K;
VP~Q = VP∗Q\IllegalInternal(P,Q);
TP~Q = TP∗Q\
{((p, q), a, (p′, q′))| ((p, q) ∈ IllegalInternal(P,Q)) ∨ ((p′, q′) ∈ IllegalInternal(P,Q))} ;

return TP~Q, VP~Q ;

end

Figure 10: Algorithm for removing illegal internal states and creating the legal interleaved product of
two composable IACAsP andQ.

For two composable IACAs,P andQ, we call the result of removing all illegal internal states and
transitions defined on them, as carried out in the algorithm in Figure 10, theirlegal interleaved product,
denoted asP ~ Q. Other elements ofP ~ Q are defined similar to the ones defined for their interleaved
product in Definition 4.5, with the necessary adjustments for the states and transitions that do not belong
to VP~Q andTP~Q anymore, or have become unreachable. We still need to compute φP~Q.

The important property of an internal state in a legal interleaved product is that it is the source of
exactly one transition and the destination of exactly one transition. We start by showing that an internal
state can be the source of not more than one transition. Before stating the corresponding lemma, we need
to prove the following lemma.
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Figure 11: Interleaved product of two IACAs when their complex transition are action-disjoint. The
unreachable states ofA ∗ B are characterized in Lemma 4.1.

Lemma 4.1. For two composable IACAs,P andQ, and two action-disjoint complex transitions(p, c,
p′) ∈ φP and(q, d, q′) ∈ φQ, wherefragP (p, c, p′) = 〈p, c0, p0, . . . , pn−1, cn, p′〉 andfragQ(q, d, q′) =

〈q, d0, q0, . . . , qm−1, dm, q′〉, all internal states(pi, qj) ∈ VInt
P∗Q, where(0 ≤ i < n) and(0 ≤ j < m),

are unreachable inP ∗ Q.

Figure 11 illustrates an example of the result of interleaving two action-disjoint complex transitions,
according to Definition 4.5, and the resulting unreachable internal states.

Lemma 4.2. Given two composable IACAs,P andQ, and their legal interleaved productP ~ Q, for an
internal state(p, q) ∈ VInt

P~Q, there is exactly one transition inTP~Q with source(p, q).

Having shown that an internal state of the legal interleavedproduct of two composable IACAs can be
the source of exactly one transition, next, we show that it isalso the destination of exactly one transition.

Lemma 4.3. Given two composable IACAs,P andQ, and their legal interleaved productP ~ Q, for an
internal state(p, q) ∈ VInt

P~Q, there is exactly one transition inTP~Q with destination(p, q).

Next, in Lemma 4.4, we show that each internal state(p, q) ∈ VInt
P~Q belongs to anexecution frag-

ment. We later, in Section 4.4, show that such an execution fragment indeed represents a complex
fragment ofP or Q.

Lemma 4.4. Given two composable IACAs,P andQ, and their legal interleaved productP ~ Q, for
an internal state(p, q) ∈ VInt

P~Q, there exists exactly one execution〈(p0, q0), a0, (p1, q1), . . . , (pn, qn)〉,
calledthe execution fragmentof state(p, q), denoted as∆(p, q), and all of the following conditions are
true:
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- ∃(pj, qj) · (0 < j < n) ∧ (pj = p) ∧ (qj = q)
((p, q) belongs to the execution fragment), and

- ∀i · (0 < i < n) ⇒ ((pi, qi), ai, (pi+1, qi+1)) ∈ TP~Q

(All transitions of the execution fragment are in the legal interleaved product), and

- (p0, pn ∈ VN
P ) ∧ (q0, qn ∈ VN

Q ) ∧ (∀i · (0 < i < n) ⇒ (pi, qi) ∈ VInt
P~Q)

(The source and destination states of the sequence are normal states and the other states are internal
states).

To derive the complex transitions of a legal interleaved product, we need to prove that an execution
fragment is notpartially overlapped.10 The non-partially overlapped property of an execution fragment
ensures that during IACA composition, the schedule of complex fragments are properly embedded within
each other. In the presence of partially overlapped execution fragments, it is not possible to ensure that
the result of a composition yields only complex fragments that can be mapped to a complex action of the
two composed IACAs.

Before proceeding to state the non-partially overlapped property of execution fragments in the le-
gal interleaved product of two composable IACAs, let us firstformally define a partially overlapped
execution fragment.

Definition 4.7. Given two IACAs,P andQ, an internal state(p, q) ∈ VInt
P~Q, its execution fragment

∆(p, q) = 〈(p0, q0), a0, (p1, q1), . . . , an−1, (pn, qn)〉, ∆(p, q) is partially overlapped, if there exists a
pair of complex transitions:(u, c, u′) ∈ φP and(v, d, v′) ∈ φQ, with complex fragmentsfragP (u, c, u′) =
〈u, c0, u0 . . . , ux−1, cx, u′〉 and fragQ(v, d, v′) = 〈v, d0, v0, . . . , vy−1, dy, v

′〉, and the following condi-
tion is true:

( (∃(pi, qi) · ∃(pj, qj) · (0 ≤ i, j < n) ∧ (i < j) ∧ (pi = u) ∧ (qj = v))∧ (a)

(∃(pk, qk) · ∃(pl, ql) · (0 < k, l ≤ n) ∧ (j < k < l) ∧ (pk = u′) ∧ (ql = v′))∧ (b)

(pj ∈ statesP (u, c, u′)) ∧ (qk ∈ statesQ(v, d, v′)) ) (c)

∨

( (∃(pi, qi) · ∃(pj, qj) · (0 ≤ i, j < n) ∧ (i < j) ∧ (qi = v) ∧ (pj = u))∧ (d)

(∃(pk, qk) · ∃(pl, ql) · (0 < k, l ≤ n) ∧ (j < k < l) ∧ (qk = v′) ∧ (pl = u′))∧ (e)

(qj ∈ statesQ(v, d, v′)) ∧ (pk ∈ statesP (u, c, u′)) ) (f)

Figure 12 illustrates an informal picture of a partially overlapped execution fragment. Figure 12 is
only provided for illustrative purposes, and as shown in thenext lemma, the situation shown in the figure
cannot happen for the legal interleaved product of two composable IACAs.

Part(a) of the above predicate specifies an execution fragment wherecomplex transition(u, c, u′) ∈
φP starts executing its transitions before(v, d, v′) ∈ φQ starts. Part(b) of the above predicate spec-
ifies that complex transition(u, c, u′) finishes its execution before complex transition(v, d, v′) does.
Parts(a) and(b) of the predicate implicitly require that:pj ∈ VInt

P andqk ∈ VInt
Q , because otherwise

(pj, qj) and(pk, qk) cannot belong toVInt
P~Q. Part(c) of the above predicate ensures that the execution

fragment∆(p, q) includes the complex fragments of the two complex transitions, because each normal

10The notion of “execution fragment” is defined in Lemma 4.4.
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Figure 12: An informal illustration of a partially overlapped execution fragment, according to Defini-
tion 4.7.

state, such asu andv, can possibly be enabled with multiple complex and/or non-complex transitions.
Parts(d), (e), and(f) of the above predicate describe another possibility for partially overlapped exe-
cution fragments, but this time for the case when complex transition (v, d, v′) ∈ φQ starts executing its
transitions before(u, c, u′) ∈ φP .

Lemma 4.5. Given two composable IACAs,P andQ, and their legal interleaved productP ~ Q, for
an internal state(p, q) ∈ VInt

P~Q, its execution fragment∆(p, q) = 〈(p0, q0), a0, (p1, q1), . . . , (pn, qn)〉 is
non-partially overlapped.

In the next section, we show how complex transitions can be derived from the legal interleaved
product of two composable IACAs.

4.4. Step 4: Deriving the complex transitions

The fourth and final step in computing the composition of two composable IACAs, is to determine
the complex transitions that are associated with executionfragments. First, we define some necessary
notation.

Definition 4.8. Given two composable IACAs,P andQ, an internal state(p, q) ∈ VInt
P~Q, and its exe-

cution fragment∆(p, q) = 〈(p0, q0), a0, (p1, q1), . . . , an−1, (pn, qn)〉, ∆(p, q) can be projected into two
alternating sequence of states and actions:πP (∆(p, q)) = 〈p0, a0, p1, . . . an−1, pn〉 andπQ(∆(p, q)) =
〈q0, a0, q1, . . . an−1, qn〉.

Definition 4.9. Given two composable IACAs,P andQ, an internal state(p, q) ∈ VInt
P~Q, and its execu-

tion fragment∆(p, q) = 〈(p0, q0), a0, (p1, q1), . . . , an−1, (pn, qn)〉, function1ststate(∆(p, q)) returnsi,
where(0 < i ≤ n), if internal state(pi, qi) ∈ VInt

P~Q is the first state in the sequence of states in∆(p, q),

such that eitherpi ∈ VInt
P or qi ∈ VInt

Q , but not both; or it returns0, if such a state does not exist.

For an execution fragment, we prove the following:

Lemma 4.6. Considering two composable IACAs,P andQ, an internal state(p, q) ∈ VInt
P~Q, its execu-

tion fragments = ∆(p, q), and the projections ofs, πP (s) andπQ(s), then at least one of the following
is true:
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- ∃!(u, c, u′) ∈ φP · fragP (u, c, u′) = πP (s), or

- ∃!(v, d, v′) ∈ φQ · fragQ(v, d, v′) = πQ(s).

where∃! means “there exists a unique.”

Using Lemma 4.6, we can define a mapping function that maps an internal state(p, q) ∈ VInt
P~Q into

a complex transition.

Definition 4.10. Given two composable IACAs,P and Q, an internal state(p, q) ∈ VInt
P~Q, and its

corresponding execution fragment∆(p, q) = 〈(p0, q0), a0, (p1, q1), . . . , (pn, qn)〉, we define function
complexP~Q(p, q), which maps(p, q) into exactly one complex transition:

complexP~Q(p, q) =



















































































((p0, q0), a, (pn, qn)) : if (1ststate(∆(p, q)) 6= 0) ∧

CompTranP (p1ststate(∆(p,q))
) = (p0, a, pn)

((p0, q0), b, (pn, qn)) : if (1ststate(∆(p, q)) 6= 0) ∧

CompTranQ(q1ststate(∆(p,q))
) = (q0, b, qn)

((p0, q0), c, (pn, qn)) : if (1ststate(∆(p, q)) = 0) ∧

( ∃ cj ∈ set(sched(p0, c, pn))·

(cj ∈ AI
P ) ∧ (p ∈ statesP (p0, c, pn)) )

((p0, q0), d, (pn, qn)) : if (1ststate(∆(p, q)) = 0) ∧

( ∃ dj ∈ set(sched(q0, d, qn))·

(dj ∈ AI
Q) ∧ (q ∈ statesQ(q0, d, qn)) )

The four conditions above are mutually exclusive and consider all possibilities, therefore, the result is
exactly one complex transition. The first two conditions consider the cases where one complex transition
embeds the other one. For these two cases, the name of the derived complex action is the same as
the embedding complex action. The third and fourth conditions consider the cases when two complex
fragments of two complex transitions overlap entirely, andthe name of their corresponding complex
actions are different. In that situation, we pick the name ofthe complex action that has some input
actions in its schedule. In practice, we can use only one of the internal states (the first one) of a complex
fragment and pass it to functioncomplexto compute its complex transition.

Considering our example in Figure 9, part (f) of Figure 9 shows the composition ofA andB. The
complex transition ofA ‖ B is on complex action namedL.

We are now ready to define the composition operation.

Definition 4.11. Thecompositionof two composable IACAs,P andQ, denoted asP ‖ Q, is an IACA
defined as:
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VP‖Q = VP~Q

VInt
P‖Q = VInt

P~Q

iP‖Q = iP~Q

AI
P‖Q = AI

P~Q

AO
P‖Q = AO

P~Q

AH
P‖Q = AH

P~Q

AC
P‖Q = AC

P~Q

TP‖Q = TP~Q

φP‖Q = {complexP~Q(p, q)| (p, q) ∈ VInt
P‖Q}

The composition of two composable IACAs results in a well-formed IACA.

Theorem 4.1. Given two composable IACAs,P andQ, P ‖ Q is a well-formed IACA.

Finally, we prove that IACA composition is commutative.

Theorem 4.2. Given two composable IACAs,P andQ, P ‖ Q = Q ‖ P .

4.5. Discussion

In this section, we discuss the rationale of some of our design choices for IACA, as well as, the reason
for non-associativity in IACA composition.

4.5.1. IACA Design Choices

In this section, we justify our design choices in IACA by comparing these choices to the alternatives.
In particular, we look at the well-formedness and composability criteria for IACA. The purpose of all
well-formedness (Definition 3.2) and composability (Definition 4.2) criteria, is to guarantee that the
composition of two IACAs will yield execution fragments that can be mapped to a complex fragment of
one of the IACAs involved in the composition. If an executionfragment of an IACA compositionP ‖ Q
cannot be mapped to a complex fragment ofP or Q, it would mean that we have created a new complex
action, which neither belongs toP nor to Q, which is not acceptable as the result of a composition;
such a new complex action would impose an environmental assumption not found inP andQ, which is
incorrect. Next, we consider some alternative design decisions for IACA.

• Duplicate Actions in a Complex Fragment: Figure 13 illustrates the composition of IACAA, with
duplicate actions in its complex actionL, with IACA B. The result is a complex action in the
composition that cannot be associated with eitherL or M . Duplicate actions in a complex action
are disallowed by the well-formedness criteria.11

11Some non-interleaving models of concurrency, such as “modelling concurrency with partial orders” [26], allow for explicit
distinction between occurrences of the same event, by usingmulti-sets rather than sets of events. The introduction of multi-sets,
rather than sets, make many decision problems about such models of concurrency very difficult [14].
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Figure 13: Duplicate actions in a complex fragment of an IACAmay create undesired new complex
actions, when it is composed with another IACA.
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Figure 14: Composition of two IACAs with complex fragments with non-disjoint schedules creates an
IACA with a new undesired complex action.

• Complex Fragments with Incompatible Sequences of Actions: There are two possibilities for the
schedules of two complex transitions of two IACAs that IACA composability criteria disallow, and
we show, through examples, the rationale of why we disallow these possibilities.

Figure 14 illustrates the composition of two IACAs,A andB, with complex transitions whose
schedules are neither disjoint nor one is the subsequence ofthe other, which violates the compos-
ability criteria. The result of the composition is an IACA with a complex fragment that cannot be
mapped to the complex actions ofA or B.

Figure 15 illustrates the composition of two IACAs with complex fragments whose sets of sched-
ules are the same, but neither is a subsequence of the other. The result is a complex action that
cannot be associated with either IACA.

Our composability criteria for two IACAs is the most liberalcriteria, which guarantees the well-
formedness of the resulting IACA of the composition.
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Figure 15: Composition of two IACAs with incompatible sequences of actions in their schedules, creates
an IACA with a new undesired complex action.

4.5.2. Associativity in IACA Composition

IACA is not a full-fledged interface model because composition is not associative. Lack of associativity
in IACA composition is unavoidable because within a complextransition, there could exist multiple nor-
mal actions that can be synchronized through composition(s) with other IACA(s). Such normal actions
can only synchronize if their preceding normal actions in the schedule of a complex transition have al-
ready synchronized. As such, the order that we consider for composition of multiple IACAs can matter
in the success or failure of synchronization for normal transitions within a complex fragment.

Figure 16 shows an example of three composable IACAs and the different possible orders for their
compositions, which yields different results. IACA(A ‖ B) ‖ C in part (f) of Figure 16 is not equal to
IACA A ‖ (B ‖ C) in part (g) of the Figure. In part (d) of Figure 16,(A ‖ B) shows how a normal
transition ofA on actionb can synchronize with a transition inB that belongs to complex actionL.
In part (e) of Figure 16, IACA(B ‖ C) cannot synchronize on actiond, and thus removes the whole
complex transition onL. As such, associativity in IACA composition, which is necessary to be able to
incrementally carry out the composition of more than two IACAs, cannot be achieved because it could
be the case that a certain order of composition can satisfy some complex transitions’ environmental
assumptions, while a different order cannot.

Let us look more closely at why the IA composition operator isassociative but IACA’s is not. A
binary composition operator in an interface model,e.g.,IA, needs to consider the environmental assump-
tions of two models and combine those assumptions in such a way that the assumptions of both models
about their environments can be mutually satisfied. The composition operator for an interface model is
“optimistic”, meaning that the environment is helpful by providing the right inputs to the components,
and receiving all their outputs. When two composable IAs,P andQ, are composed, IA composition is
responsible for resolving the environmental assumptions of the two IAs that involve their shared actions.
In other words,P andQ act as each others’ environments, by sending input shared actions and/or re-
ceiving output shared actions to and from one another. The result of the composition of two composable
models embodies the assumptions about an environment that allow them to collaborate. If such an envi-
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Figure 16: The results of composing three composable IACAs in different orders.
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ronment does not exist, then the result of the composition isempty. Therefore, associativity for a binary
composition operator of an interface model means that the order in which the compatibility of environ-
mental assumptions of multiple composable models are considered does not affect the environmental
assumptions needed for all components to work together.

Associativity cannot be achieved in IACA composition because the environmental assumptions of
a complex transition require a sequence of non-interruptible inputs, rather than a single input from the
environment (or a sequence of outputs, rather than a single output). Unlike IAs, which consider only the
synchronization of a single action, in IACAs, the related synchronizations of a sequence of actions may
be satisfied by more than one collaborating IACA. Thus a binary composition operator in the spirit of
interface models is not possible in IACA.

Considering Web services, for example, if a complex XML message is supposed to be received, we
can only afford to receive the elements of that XML message ifthey arrive as a stream in a correct order.
But, the order of arrival of messages, in a Web service (IACA), depends on the order of composition
between multiple Web services (IACAs). In other words, the success of the synchronization for a com-
plex transition may rely on the order of the composition of more than two IACAs, and as such, a binary
associative composition operator cannot be achieved.

The major consequence of the lack of associativity is that wecannot reason about the composition of
multiple IACAs in an arbitrary order of composition. Any other model that supports a variation of atom-
icity, along with an interleaving semantics and a rendezvous communication, would suffer from the same
non-associativity in its binary composition operator;e.g.,the composition operator inA2CCS [16] is
not associative. In the absence of shared actions among multiple IACAs, their composition is associative.
To achieve associativity for a binary composition operator, a concurrency model other than interleaving
and rendezvous communication could be considered.

5. IACA Refinement

A refined version of an IACA may replace it in a composition. Aswith IA, a refined IACA may have
more inputs and less outputs than the model it refines. ForQ to refineP , there must be an alternating
simulation relation between the states ofQ andP . A stateq refines a statep if q has more than or the
same inputs asp and less than or the same outputs asp. Additionally, for all statesq′ reachable fromq
immediately or through hidden transitions, there must be ap′ reachable fromp such thatq′ refinesp′.
For the complex actions of IACA, a refinement may have additional inputs at the end of the complex
fragment or fewer outputs from the end of the complex fragment. This restriction ensures that other
IACAs that synchronize with an IACA during composition are still able to synchronize with the refined
version of that component.

As an example, the IACA in Figure 17 is the refinement of IACACompPayin Figure 6. IACA
GenCompPayis capable of carrying out payments in Canadian and US dollars (more inputs), however,
it only provides a reference number as output and does not provide an error number as output (less
outputs). Furthermore, the credit card payment accepts theprovince to determine appropriate taxation
(more inputs at the end of a complex action).

Our goal in introducing IACA is to capture the idea of parameters to methods or complex messages
in Web services using complex actions. IACA refinement matches the programming languages’ con-
cepts of subclasses (similar to IA), and optional parameters. In programming languages such as C/C++,
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Figure 17:GenCompPayis the refinement of the IACA in Figure 6.

conventionally, optional parameters must appear at the endof a function signature. In programming lan-
guages such as Java and C++, a subclass of a class can have additional methods, but also has the methods
of its parent. Similarly, a refined version of an IACA provides all of the original IACA’s complex actions
and possibly more.

To define IACA refinement for an IACAP , we first need to partition its complex actions into three
sets based on whether a complex fragment has: (1) input and hidden actions (CI

P ), (2) output and hidden
actions (CO

P ), and (3) only hidden actions (CH
P ). The definition of refinement is as follows:

Definition 5.1. IACA Q refinesIACA P , denoted asQ � P , if:

1. AI
P ⊆ AI

Q

(Q has the same or more normal inputs thanP ), and

2. AO
P ⊇ AO

Q

(Q has the same or fewer normal outputs thanP ), and

3. CI
P ⊆ CI

Q

(Q has the same or more complex inputs thanP ,) and

4. CO
P ⊇ CO

Q

(Q has the same or fewer complex outputs thanP ), and

5. iQ � iP
(there is an alternating simulation relation� between the initial states ofQ andP ).

Constraint (5) above propagates the alternating simulation relation to apply to all states of the two IACAs.
By starting from the initial states of two IACAs, the alternating simulation relation is checked on all
corresponding states.
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Before defining the refinement relation, we need to introducesome notation. First, we define the set
of states that are reachable immediately or through hidden transitions from a normal state:

Definition 5.2. For an IACAP , for each normal state,p ∈ VN
P , the setclosureP (p) is defined as the set

of reachable statesof p that containsp itself and the normal states that can be reached fromp through
normal transitions with hidden actions. These may include transitions of a complex action.

Next, we define the sets ofenablednormal and complex actions, which are the actions that occur
on transitions immediately exiting a state or the states reachable from a state through hidden actions.
States that are reachable through hidden actions are considered the same for the purpose of refinement.
We consider only the inputs that are enabled atall of these states (because the environment may send
an input to any of such states without knowing which of them exactly receives it, and thus all of them
should be receptive to the input), but consider all outputs from these states (because the environment
should accept any of such outputs).

In the following definition, for a normal state statep ∈ VN
P , the functionsAI

P (p), AO
P (p), andAC

P (p)
return the set of all input, output, and complex actions, respectively, thatp is enabled with.

Definition 5.3. Given an IACAP , for each normal state,p ∈ VN
P ,

- The sets ofenabled normal inputandenabled normal outputactions are:
EnNormI

P (p) = {a | ∀p′ ∈ closureP (p) · a ∈ AI
P (p′)}, and

EnNormO
P (p) = {a | ∃p′ ∈ closureP (p) · a ∈ AO

P (p′)}.

- The sets ofenabled complex inputandenabled complex outputactions are:
EnCompI

P (p) = {a ∈ CI
P | ∀p′ ∈ closureP (p) · a ∈ AC

P (p′)}, and

EnCompO
P (p) = {a ∈ CO

P | ∃p′ ∈ closureP (p) · a ∈ AC
P (p′)}.

We denoteEnO
P (p) = EnNormO

P (p)∪EnCompO
P (p) andEnI

P (p) = EnNormI
P (p)∪EnCompI

P (p).

Having defined the sets of actions that can be expected from a statep and the states reachable fromp
through hidden transitions,i.e.,states belonging toclosureP (p), we now define the sets of states that can
be reached from a normal state, as well as its reachable states, through transitions via a certain action.

Definition 5.4. For IACA P , a normal statep ∈ VN
P , and actiona ∈ EnI

P (p) ∪ EnO
P (p), the set of

reachable states ofp bya is:

DestP (p, a) = {p′ ∈ VN
P | ∃ r ∈ closureP (p) · (∃ (r, a, p′) ∈ TP ) ∨ (∃ (r, a, p′) ∈ φP )}

Before defining the refinement relation, we need to define one further notation, for specifyingprefix
relation between two sequences.

Definition 5.5. We call a sequencer = 〈r1, r2, · · · , rm〉 a prefix of sequences = 〈s1, s2, · · · , sn〉,
denotedr v s, if m ≤ n, andri = si, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ m.

Finally, we can define the refinement relation between two states. This relation intuitively says that
for every statep ∈ VN

P , there is an alternating simulation through a stateq ∈ VN
Q . Stateq is receptive to

all inputs, normal or complex, to whichp is receptive, andq does not issue outputs thatp does not.
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Definition 5.6. For two IACAs,P andQ, the binary relationalternating simulation� ⊆ VN
Q × VN

P

between two statesq ∈ VN
Q andp ∈ VN

P holds, denoted asq � p, if all of the following conditions are
true:

- EnNormI
P (p) ⊆ EnNormI

Q(q)
(q may have the same or more normal inputs), and

- EnNormO
P (p) ⊇ EnNormO

Q(q)
(q may have the same or fewer normal outputs), and

- EnCompI
P (p) ⊆ EnCompI

Q(q)
(q may have the same or more complex inputs), and

- EnCompO
P (p) ⊇ EnCompO

Q(q)
(q may have the same or fewer complex outputs), and

- ∀a ∈ EnCompI
P (p) · ∀(m,a, n) ∈ φP · m ∈ closureP (p) ⇒

∃(r, a, s) ∈ φQ · r ∈ closureQ(q) ∧ schedP (m,a, n) v schedQ(r, a, s)
(For every enabled complex input actiona atp, there is the same enabled complex input action atq.
Furthermore, the schedule of complex actiona in q can have some more input optional parameters
at its end), and

- ∀a ∈ EnCompO
Q(q) · ∀ (r, a, s) ∈ φQ · r ∈ closureP (q) ⇒

∃(m,a, n) ∈ φP · m ∈ closureP (p) ∧ schedQ(r, a, s) v schedP (m,a, n)
(For every enabled complex output actiona at q, there is the same enabled complex output action
at p. Furthermore, the schedule of complex actiona in q may omit some output parameters at its
end), and

- ∀a ∈ EnI
P (p) ∪ EnO

Q(q) · ∀ q′ ∈ DestQ(q, a) ⇒ ∃p′ ∈ DestP (p, a) · q′ � p′

(� holds for all reachable normal states under inputs forp and outputs forq).

Intuitively, an input complex action can be refined to input complex actions that have some extra
input elements at the end of its fragment, and an output complex action can be refined to an output
complex action that has some output elements missing from its end.

Choosing the subsequence relation to hold between the schedules of two complex fragments, instead
of the prefix relation, would not have allowed for top-down design, which is the purpose of refinement.

Theorem 5.1. Given three IACAs,P , Q andP ′, such thatP ′ � P , P andQ are composable, andP ′

andQ are composable,(P ′ ‖ Q) � (P ‖ Q), if the following conditions hold:

1. Shared(P,Q) = Shared(P ′, Q)

(P ′ andP communicate withQ through the same set of shared actions), and

2. ∀(p′, p) · (p′ � p) ⇒
((AI

P ′(p′)\AI
P (p)) ∩ Shared(P,Q) = ∅) ∧

((AO
P (p)\AO

P ′(p′)) ∩ Shared(P,Q) = ∅)

(States ofP ′ that are in the simulation relation withP do not introduce extra (nor eliminate) actions
that belong to the shared actions ofP andQ), and
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3. ∀(p′, p) · (p′ � p) ⇒
∀(p, c, u) ∈ φP · (∃(p′, c, v) ∈ φP ′ ∧ (c ∈ CO

P ′))
⇒ ((set(schedP (p, c, u)))\(set(schedP ′(p′, c, v)))) ∩ Shared(P,Q)) = ∅

(States ofP ′ that are in the simulation relation withP should not have output complex actions
that are shared withP , and miss some normal output actions in their schedules thatbelong to the
shared actions ofP andQ), and

4. ∀(p′, p) · (p′ � p) ⇒
∀(p′, c, v) ∈ φP ′ · (∃(p, c, u) ∈ φP ∧ (c ∈ CI

P ))
⇒ ((set(schedP ′(p′, c, v)))\(set(schedP (p, c, u)))) ∩ Shared(P,Q) = ∅

(States ofP ′ that are in the simulation relation withP should not have input complex actions
shared withP that introduce new simple input actions in their schedules that belong to the shared
actions ofP andQ).

5.1. Discussion

The conditions of Theorem 5.1 require thatP ′ preserves the same shared actions thatP has withQ,
and requiresP ′ to behave in accordance toP on the shared actions ofP andQ. In other words, we
require thatP ′ neither increases nor decreases the shared actions thatP andQ have. Additionally, we
also require that at the state level, the refined state and theoriginal state use the same set of shared
actions. Comparing IACA’s top-down design criteria with IA, IA is more lenient. IA only requires
Shared(P ′, Q) ⊆ Shared(P,Q) for a similar top-down design result as in Theorem 5.1. Our restriction
arises from the fact that we not only deal with illegal states(as with IA), but also deal with illegal internal
states. To support top-down design,P ′, a refinement ofP , should behave in such a way that it does not
cause new illegal internal states that the composition ofP andQ does not create. To avoid new illegal
internal states, we should ensure that ifP andQ have a chance to synchronize on actions of their complex
transitions,P ′ andQ have the same chance.

In the above theorem we requireP ′ andQ to be composable, because there is no guarantee that since
P andQ are composable,P ′ andQ would be composable too. This requirement is necessary because
P ′, as a refinement ofP , can have extra complex transitions at its states, and thereis no way to guarantee
that such extra complex actions observe the composability criteria between the complex transitions of
two IACAs. Alternatively, we could have defined our refinement relation in such a way that it would
have disallowed the extra complex actions, and hence could have avoided requiring explicitly thatP ′ and
Q be composable. We prefer our definition of refinement, because it allows for specifying extra complex
actions,i.e.,extra methods or complex messages, for a refinement of a component. The extra cost to pay
is to require explicitly the refinement of a component to be composable with the component it is getting
composed with.

Figure 18 illustrates the composition(GenCompPay ‖ Prod). Considering the composition of
GenCompPay, in Figure 17, with IACA ofProd in Figure 1, sinceGenCompPay � CompPay then
(GenCompPay ‖ Prod) � (CompPay ‖ Prod). IACA (CompPay ‖ Prod) is shown in Figure 8.
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credit_no?
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GenCompPay || Prod

us_price;

authorref_no

Figure 18: Composition of IACAGenCompPay, in Figure 17, with IACA equivalent IACA of IAProd
in Figure 1.

6. Related Work

The idea of grouping activities in a sequential, non-interruptible manner is common in many contexts.
For example, in databases, the concept of a transaction is pivotal and resembles our complex actions.
Within the context of concurrency theory, different approaches have been proposed to augment process
algebraic-like languages to support non-interruptible sequences of actions. Such approaches can be gen-
erally categorized into two groups: (1)atomic actions(e.g.,[16, 8]), and (2)action refinement(e.g.,[1]).

In the work most comparable to ours, Gorrieri, Marchetti, and Montanari enhance CCS [25] to sup-
port non-interruptible actions [16]. Their proposed composition operator is non-associative and they
suggest that non-associativity may be an intrinsic property of handling complex actions.

Action refinement approaches allowstepwise refinementsof models into their more concrete equiv-
alents. For a comprehensive treatment of action refinement,readers can refer to [17, 15].

Promela, the language of the Spin model checker [21], implements complex actions using the key-
wordsatomic andd step. Promela’s atomic sequences may block and allow interleaving if an input
is not available or an output cannot be consumed.d step sequences must be deterministic and do not
allow interleaving. A run-time error will occur if actions grouped in ad step cannot synchronize when
necessary. Our complex action is similar tod step. In Promela, there is neither a syntax for a binary
composition operator, nor a syntax for a refinement relationbetween processes. The way processes are
run concurrently in Spin, implies an n-ary interleaving composition operator where all processes in a
model are run during the composition. As such, associativity in composition is not relevant for Promela,
because it does not have a binary composition operator. Assuming that Promela would have allowed
for a binary composition operator, similar to many other semantics that support atomicity,d step state-
ments can create non-associative compositions. In Spin,d step statements that cannot continue their
executions will issue a run-time error. An example of non-associativity that can arise if Promela would
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have supported binary composition is when ad step statement needs to do two rendezvous receive op-
erations, which include communication with two different processes. In this case, the non-deterministic
order that is considered for composition, would either makethed step announce an error, or the execu-
tion would continue gracefully.

While our approach has the same goals as much of the work mentioned above, we differ because we
have created an automata-based interface model with complex actions that has most of the properties of
interface models, which are designed to be a concise way to specify component-based systems.

7. Conclusion and Future Work

We have introducedinterface automata with complex actions (IACA), which add complex actions to
de Alfaro and Henzinger’s interface automata. The transitions within a complex action are not inter-
leaved with transitions from another component in composition. Complex actions allow us to model
non-interruptible behaviour, which is needed to describe parameters of methods or Web services com-
plex messages. IACA has all the properties of an interface model except for associativity of composition.

An immediate application for IACA is in modelling Web services. Web services communicate with
other Web services and their service requesters through input and output XML messages. Complex XML
messages are streams of data items that should not be interleaved with other messages.Web Service De-
scription Language (WSDL)[10, 11], the Web services standard for specifying Web services messages
and their communication patterns, allows for specificationof the functionality of Web services by: (1)
specifying input and output messages of Web services, each with potentially multiple elements, and (2)
specifying the temporal order of message exchanges in Web services. IACA is a natural formalism for
modelling WSDL and reasoning about the compatibility of Webservices. First, complex actions are a
good way to model the input and output XML messages of Web services, and secondly, IACA, as an au-
tomata model, can effectively capture the temporal order ofmessages in Web services; and thirdly, IACA
rendezvous communication mechanism suits the point-to-point communication mechanism of Web ser-
vices,e.g.,SOAP communication framework for Web services [18].

In our future work, we plan to investigate how we can overcomethe challenge of the lack of associa-
tivity for composition in IACA. We may need to relax the way elements of complex actions synchronize.
Such a relaxation could involve choosing a different communication mechanism for our model and/or
choosing a different concurrency model. Alternatively, itmay be useful to define an n-ary composition
operator, but that approach does not entirely follow the well-formedness criteria of interface models.
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A. Proofs

In this appendix, we present our proofs for the lemmas and theorems stated in sections 4 and 5.

Lemma 4.1For two composable IACAs,P andQ, and two action-disjoint complex transitions(p, c, p′)
∈ φP and (q, d, q′) ∈ φQ, wherefragP (p, c, p′) = 〈p, c0, p0, . . . , pn−1, cn, p′〉 and fragQ(q, d, q′) =

〈q, d0, q0, . . . , qm−1, dm, q′〉, all internal states(pi, qj) ∈ VInt
P∗Q, where(0 ≤ i < n) and(0 ≤ j < m),

are unreachable inP ∗ Q.

Proof:
To prove our claim, we first prove that(p0, q0) is unreachable, and then show that any other internal state,
i.e., any state belonging to the set of statesM = {(pi, qj) ∈ VInt

P∗Q|(0 < i < n) ∧ (0 < j < m)}, is
reachable, if(p0, q0) is reachable. Figure 11, on page 22, shows an example of the situation that we are
considering in this lemma.

Considering the definition ofTP∗Q in Definition 4.5, state(p0, q0) can only be reached through the
transitions originating from states(p, q0), (p0, q), and(p, q). But (p0, q0) cannot be reached from any of
these states becausep ∈ VN

P , q ∈ VN
Q , andc0 6= d0. Therefore,(p0, q0) is unreachable.

Let us now consider an internal state(pi, qj) ∈ M . If state(pi, qj) is reachable, then according to
Definition 4.5, it should be reachable via transitions originating from(pi−1, qj) and/or(pi, qj−1). Simi-
larly, (pi−1, qj) can only be reached via transitions originating from states(pi−1, qj−1) and/or(pi−2, qj).
Also, state(pi, qj−1) can only be reached via transitions originating from states(pi−1, qj−1) and/or
(pi, qj−2). By following the chain of transitions that could make state(pi, qj) reachable, in a similar
fashion as above, eventually we will reach at set of statesX = {(y, q0)|y ∈ {p1, p2, · · · , pn}} and
Y = {(p0, x)|x ∈ {q1, q2, · · · , qm}}. Let us consider a state(pl, q0) ∈ X. It can only be reached via
a transition initiating from(pl−1, q0). The other alternative state for reaching(pl, q0) is state(pl, q), but
state(pl, q) cannot initiate such a transition sinceq is a normal state. Similar observation holds for a
state in(p0, qk) ∈ Y ; i.e., it can only be reached via a transition initiating from(p0, qk−1). As such, all
states inX andY can only be reached via paths that initiate from state(p0, q0), because all(p0, qk) and
(pl, q0) states are only reachable from state(p0, q0). Therefore, if an arbitrary internal state(pi, qj) ∈ M
is reachable, so is state(p0, q0).
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Having shown that(p0, q0) is not reachable, and a state inM is reachable only if state(p0, q0) is
reachable, we conclude that all internal states(pi, qj) ∈ VInt

P∗Q, where0 ≤ i < n and0 ≤ j < m, are
unreachable. ut

Lemma 4.2Given two composable IACAs,P andQ, and their legal interleaved productP ~ Q, for an
internal state(p, q) ∈ VInt

P~Q, there is exactly one transition inTP~Q with source(p, q).

Proof:
The way setsVP~Q andTP~Q are computed, in the algorithm in Figure 10, guarantees thatthe only
internal states inVP∗Q that are not removed are those that, first, appear as the source of at leastone
transition, and second, appear as the destination ofat leastone transition, otherwise they are removed.
Therefore, we only need to prove that for each internal state(p, q), there existsmaximumone transition
with source(p, q).

We first remark that the transitions inTP∗Q, with their sources being internal states, can only be
created by the disjoint sets(3), (4), and(5). Furthermore, for an internal state(p, q) ∈ VInt

P∗Q, each of
the sets can create maximum one transition with source(p, q). If one of the sets introduces more than
one transition inTP∗Q for (p, q), it would mean that, depending on whetherp ∈ VInt

P , q ∈ VInt
Q , or both,

more than one transition initiate fromp, q, or bothp andq, respectively; which is not possible.
Therefore, for(p, q) to have more more than one transition initiating from it, it is necessary that at

least two sets among sets(3), (4), and(5), introduce transitions initiating from it. But for internal
state(p, q), depending on whether the enabled actions onp andq are shared or not, either set(3) can
introduce a transition, or sets(4) and(5).

If both p andq are enabled with a shared action, then sinceP andQ are deterministic and at least
one ofp andq is an internal state and is enabled with only one action, it isis impossible for(p, q) to be
the source of more than one transition.

If both p andq are internal states ofP andQ, and they are not enabled with a shared action, then
it is possible for both sets(4) and(5) to introduce transitions with source(p, q) in TP∗Q. As such, to
prove that all internal states are the source of not more thanone transition, it suffices to consider only the
internal states ofVP∗Q where both sets(4) and(5) can create transitions on them. Let us characterize
all such states as set:

M = {(p, q) ∈ VInt
P∗Q|∃(p, a, p′) ∈ TP · ∃(q, b, q′) ∈ TQ·

(p ∈ VInt
P ) ∧ (q ∈ VInt

Q ) ∧ (a, b /∈ Shared(P,Q))}.

Considering a state(p, q) ∈ M , sincep andq are internal states, and they are enabled with different
actions, we can conclude thatp andq belong to the complex fragments of two action-disjoint complex
transitions ofP andQ, respectively. But in Lemma 4.1, we proved that all such(p, q) states are unreach-
able, and so we can conclude all internal states(p, q) ∈ VInt

P~Q have exactly one outgoing transition.ut

Lemma 4.3Given two composable IACAs,P andQ, and their legal interleaved productP ~ Q, for an
internal state(p, q) ∈ VInt

P~Q, there is exactly one transition inTP~Q with destination(p, q).

Proof:
Let us consider a transitiont1 = ((p1, q1), a, (p, q)) ∈ TP~Q. We show that if there exists another
transitiont2 = ((p2, q2), b, (p, q)) ∈ TP~Q, then one of them cannot exist.
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For (p, q) ∈ VInt
P∗Q, eitherp, q, or both are internal states. Next, we consider the three possibilities

separately.

• p ∈ VInt
P andq ∈ VN

Q : We prove our claim for this case in two steps. The first step considers the
case wherep1 6= p, and the second step considers the case wherep1 = p.

1. p1 6= p : According to Definition 4.5, transitiont1 can be created either by set(1), (3), or
(4), and there should exist a transition(p1, a, p) ∈ TP . We consider two subcases, namely
p2 = p andp2 6= p, separately, and show that in both cases transitiont2, as characterized
above, cannot exist.

(a) If p2 = p then, t2 can only be created by set(5). As such: (i)q2 ∈ VInt
Q , and

(ii) (q2, b, q) ∈ TQ. Let us consider statep2 ∈ VInt
P , which is the same state asp.

There should exist an actionh ∈ AN
P (p2). If h /∈ Shared(P,Q), then state(p2, q2)

would have two outgoing transitions, which makes(p2, q2) unreachable according to
Lemma 4.1, and thust2 cannot exist. Ifh ∈ Shared(P,Q) andh ∈ AO

P , then(p2, q2)
is an illegal state, and againt2 cannot exist. The only remaining situation is when
h ∈ Shared(P,Q) andh ∈ AI

P . Let us identify the complex fragments thatp2 and
q2 belong to. We denoteA = CompTranP (p2), andB = CompTranQ(q2), and de-
note〈x, a0, x0, · · · , xn−1, an, x′〉 and〈y, b0, x0, · · · , ym−1, bm, y′〉, to befragP (A) and
fragQ(B), respectively. We assume thatp2 = xk, where(0 ≤ k < n); we already know
that q2 = ym−1, becauseq ∈ VN

Q . If A andB are action-disjoint, then(p2, q2) is not
reachable, by Lemma 4.1, which supports our claim. Otherwise,A must be embedded in
B, becauseb /∈ set(schedP (A)).12 We denoteyl ∈ statesQ(B), where(0 ≤ l < m−1),
to be the internal state thath ∈ AO

Q is enabled at;yl exists becauseA is embedded in
B. Since bothp2 = xk andq2 = ym−1 are internal states, an execution that reaches
(p2, q2) must pass through a state(xi, yl), where0 ≤ i < k. But all such(xi, yl) states
are illegal states becauseyl hash enabled at them. Thus(p2, q2) is not reachable, andt2
cannot exist.13

(b) If p2 6= p then, according to Definition 4.5, for transitiont2 to exist, transition(p2, b, p)
should exist inTP . But we know that(p1, a, p) ∈ TP . If (p2, b, p) and (p1, a, p) are
the same transitions, then there does not exist such a distinct t2. If they are distinct
transitions, then it would mean thatp ∈ VInt

P has two incoming transitions, which is not
possible. So, we can conclude thatt2 cannot exist whenp1 6= p. Next, we consider the
case wherep1 = p.

2. p1 = p : According to Definition 4.5, transitiont1 can be created only by set(5), and thus:
q1 ∈ VInt

Q and (q1, a, q) ∈ TQ. Again, we consider two separate subcases:p2 = p and
p2 6= p.

(a) If p2 = p, thent2 can be created only by set(5), and thus:q2 ∈ VInt
Q and(q2, b, q) ∈

TQ. But q1 ∈ VInt
Q , and(q1, a, q) ∈ TQ too, which is impossible becauseq1 andq2, as

12In Definition 4.3, we defined the “embedded” relation betweentwo complex transitions.
13All such (xi, yl) states are illegal states, because schedule of complex actions are unique. State(xk, yl) is not an illegal state,
but cannot reach(p2, q2) because it can only generate transitions by using set(3) in Definition 4.5.
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internal states ofQ, cannot have transitions to the same state,i.e., to stateq. Therefore,
there is no such at2.

(b) For the case wherep2 6= p, we prove that transitiont1 cannotexist, if transitiont2 exists.
Furthermore, we show that there cannot exist more than one such t2 transitions. Let us
consider state(p1, q1). Assume there existsh ∈ AN

P (p1). If actionh, the action which
statep1 ∈ VInt

P has a transition enabled on, does not belong toShared(P,Q), then it
would mean that the internal state(p1, q1) is enabled with two transitions, one onb and
one onh, which means that state(p1, q1) is not reachable, according to Lemma 4.1. If
h ∈ Shared(P,Q) andh ∈ AO

P , then(p1, q1) is an illegal state, and again cannot be
reached.
The only other possibility, for the case whenp2 6= p, is whenh ∈ Shared(P,Q) and
h ∈ AI

P . Let us identify the complex fragment thatp1, which is the same state asp,
andq1 belong to. We denoteA = CompTranP (p1), B = CompTranQ(q1). Also we
let 〈x, a0, x0, · · · , xn−1, an, x′〉 and 〈y, b0, x0, · · · , ym−1, bm, y′〉, to be fragP (A) and
fragQ(B), respectively. We assume thatp1 = xk, where(0 ≤ k < n); we already know
that q1 = ym−1, becauseq ∈ VN

Q . If A andB are action-disjoint, then(p1, q1) is not
reachable, by Lemma 4.1, which supports our claim. Otherwise, A must be embedded
in B, becauseb /∈ set(schedP (A)). We letyl ∈ statesQ(B), where(0 ≤ l < m − 1),
to be the internal state thath ∈ AO

Q is enabled at;yl exists becauseA is embedded in
B. Since bothp1 = xk andq1 = ym−1 are internal states, an execution that reaches
(p1, q1) must pass through a state(xi, yl), where0 ≤ i < k. But all such(xi, yl) states
are illegal states becauseyl hash enabled at them. Thus,(p1, q1) is not reachable, and
t1 cannot exist.
We still need to prove that there does not exist more than one such t2 transition. If
b /∈ Shared(P,Q), then the only transition with destination(p, q) is ((p2, q), b, (p, q)) ∈
TP~Q, becausep ∈ VInt

P , and there is only one transition with sourcep2 in P , namely
(p2, b, p) ∈ Tp. If b ∈ Shared(P,Q), then since well-formed IACAs are incoming
deterministic, then there could not exist more than one transition on actionb in Q, with
destinationq. Therefore, there is exactly onet2 with destination(p, q).
For an internal state(p, q)VInt

P~Q, wherep ∈ VInt
P and q ∈ VN

Q , we considered all
different scenarios and proved that there could not exist more than one transition with
destination(p, q). Next, we consider other types of internal states inVInt

P~Q.

• p ∈ VN
P andq ∈ VInt

Q : This case is symmetric with the previous case.

• p ∈ VInt
P andq ∈ VInt

Q : Based on whetherp1 andp2 are different states fromp, we consider the
following four cases, and prove that in none of the cases there could exist more than one transition
with destination in state(p, q).

1. (p1 6= p) and(p2 = p): Transitiont2 can only be created by set(5). Thus,q2 ∈ VInt
Q and

(q2, b, q) ∈ TQ. By following exactly the same proof for unreachability of(p2, q2) in case
1a above, we can prove that(p2, q2) is not reachable in this case as well. Therefore, there is
exactly one transition with destination(p, q).

2. (p1 = p) and(p2 6= p): This case is symmetric with the previous case.
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3. (p1 = p) and (p2 = p): Transitionst1 and t2 can only be created by set(5). Further-
more, two distinct transitions(q1, a, q) and(q2, b, q) should exist inTQ, which is impossible
becauseq ∈ VInt

Q . Therefore, such at2 cannot exist.

4. (p1 6= p) and(p2 6= p): Transitionst1 andt2 can be created by either of sets(1), (3), and
(4). However, in all cases, fort1 and t2 to be distinct transitions, two distinct transitions
(p1, a, p) and(p2, b, p) should exist inTP , which is impossible becausep ∈ VInt

p . Therefore,
such at2 cannot exist.

For all possible cases, we showed that there could not exist more than one transition with destina-
tion (p, q), which concludes our proof.

ut

Lemma 4.4Given two composable IACAs,P andQ, and their legal interleaved productP ~ Q, for
an internal state(p, q) ∈ VInt

P~Q, there exists exactly one execution〈(p0, q0), a0, (p1, q1), . . . , (pn, qn)〉,
calledthe execution fragmentof state(p, q), denoted as∆(p, q), and all of the following conditions are
true:

- ∃(pj, qj) · (0 < j < n) ∧ (pj = p) ∧ (qj = q)
((p, q) belongs to a complex fragment), and

- ∀i · (0 < i < n) ⇒ ((pi, qi), ai, (pi+1, qi+1)) ∈ TP~Q

(All transitions of the complex fragment are in the legal interleaved product), and

- (p0, pn ∈ VN
P ) ∧ (q0, qn ∈ VN

Q ) ∧ (∀i · (0 < i < n) ⇒ (pi, qi) ∈ VInt
P~Q)

(The source and destination states of the sequence are normal states and the other states are internal
states).

Proof:
From Lemma 4.2 and Lemma 4.3, it follows that for each internal state(p, q) ∈ VInt

P~Q, there is exactly
one transition with source(p, q), and exactly one transition with destination(p, q). As such, each internal
state(p, q) ∈ VInt

P~Q belongs to a unique alternating sequence of states and actions. We should show that
such a sequence follows the criteria mentioned in the lemma.Let us consider the alternating sequence of
states and actions that includes internal state(p, q). Since there are finite number of internal states, such
an alternating sequence of states and actions eventually terminates in a normal state,e.g.,in a state(u, v)
whereu ∈ VN

P andv ∈ VN
Q . Such a(u, v) in fact represents the state(pn, qn) in ∆(p, q).

There also exists a state(p0, q0) as characterized in∆(p, q). Let us assume that there does not exist
such a(p0, q0). Then, for any reachable internal state(p, q) ∈ VP~Q, there always exists an initial
state(iP , iQ), as a normal state, such that(p, q) can be reached from that state, and such a state can be
considered as(p0, q0) for ∆(p, q).

Since we chose an arbitrary(p, q) ∈ VInt
P~Q, we can conclude that for any internal state belonging

to VInt
P~Q, there exists an execution fragment〈(p0, q0), a0, (p1, q1), . . . , (pn, qn)〉 such that all the above

conditions hold. Furthermore, the execution fragment of aninternal state(p, q) is unique, because all
internal states have exactly one outgoing and one incoming transition, allowing them only to belong
to a unique execution fragment. Therefore, each internal state in the legal interleaved product of two
composable IACAs is associated with a unique execution fragment, and this concludes our proof. ut
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Lemma 4.5Given two composable IACAs,P andQ, and their legal interleaved productP ~ Q, for an
internal state(p, q) ∈ VInt

P~Q, its execution fragment∆(p, q) = 〈(p0, q0), a0, (p1, q1), . . . , (pn, qn)〉 is
non-partially overlapped.

Proof:
Let us assume that the execution fragment of the internal state (p, q) ∈ VInt

P~Q is partially overlapped, we
show by contradiction that this is not possible. If the execution ∆(p, q) = 〈(p0, q0), a0, (p1, q1), . . . , (pn,
qn)〉 is partially overlapped, it means that there exist two complex transitions, say(u, c, u′) ∈ φP and
(v, d, v′) ∈ φQ, such that the condition in Definition 4.7 holds for them;i.e., there exists states(pi, qi),
(pj, qj), (pk, qk), and(pl, ql) as required in the definition. We consider the situation where a complex
transition inTP appears before a transition inTQ; i.e., the predicate including parts(a), (b) and(c) in
Definition 4.7 is true. The proof for the other case is symmetric to this case.

We present our proof in three stages, based on whether: (i) the schedules of(u, c, u′) and(v, d, v′)
are action-disjoint, (ii)(u, c, u′)’s schedule is embedded in(v, d, v′)’s, or (iii) (v, d, v′)’s schedule is
embedded in(u, c, u′)’s.

1. Let us first consider the case when the schedules of(u, c, u′) ∈ φP and(v, d, v′) ∈ φQ are action-
disjoint. For this case, we show that such a(pk, qk) cannot be reached from state(pj , qj). Let
us consider state(pj, qj). Sincepj ∈ VInt

P , according to Definition 4.5, state(pj , qj) can only
be the source of the transitions that are created by sets(3) and(4). If set(3) creates transition
((pj , qj), aj , (pj+1, qj+1)), then it means that at stateqj ∈ VN

Q , actionaj is enabled, but we know
thataj 6= d0, because the schedule of(u, c, u′) and(v, d, u′) are disjoint, and thus stateqj+1 /∈
(statesQ(v, d, v′) − {v, v′}), which means it is not possible to reach state(pk, qk), such thatqk ∈
(statesQ(v, d, v′) − {v, v′}). Similarly, if set(4) can create transition((pj , qj), aj , (pj+1, qj)),
then state(pj+1, qj) is in a similar situation as state(pj , qj), and there does not exist a sequence
of transitions that would allow(pj+1, qj) to reach state(pk, qk), whereqk ∈ (statesQ(v, d, v′) −
{v, v′}). As such, if the schedules of two complex transitions are action-disjoint, such a(pk, qk)
cannot exist. Next we consider the two cases where the schedules of two complex transitions are
not disjoint;i.e.,one is a subsequence of the other.

2. If (u, c, u′) is embedded in(v, d, v′), then again, we prove that state(pk, qk) cannot be reached
from (pj, qj). Let us again consider state(pj , qj). State(pj, qj) can only initiate transitions that
are created by set(3), becausec b d. But we know thatqj ∈ VInt

Q is not enabled with action
aj, becausec b d, and the schedule of a complex transition consists of transitions on distinct
actions. As such, depending on whether: (i)aj ∈ AO

P andqj not enabled withaj , (ii) aj ∈ AI
P

andqj not enabled withaj, or (iii) qj enabled withaj, (pj, qj) will be either: (i) an illegal state, (ii)
an internal state without an outgoing transition, or (iii) would initiate ((pj , qj), aj , (pj+1, qj+1))
transition whereqj+1 /∈ (statesQ(v, d, v′) − {v, v′}), respectively. For all cases, it is impossible
to reach a state(pk, qk), whereqk ∈ (statesQ(v, d, v′) − {v, v′}), and thus such a(pk, qk) cannot
exist.

3. The last case is when(u, c, u′) embeds(v, d, v′), or(v, d, v′) is embedded in(u, c, u′). We consider
two subcases for this case, namely the case whereaj = d0 and the case whereaj 6= d0, and show
for both subcases that state(pk, qk) cannot exist.
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(a) If aj = d0 then since(v, d, v′) is embedded in(u, c, u′), from state(pj, qj) by following
the sequence of transitions that are created by sets(3) and(4), finally state(pl, ql) can be
reached; furthermore, this sequence is the only sequence oftransitions that can be created.
But this means that we either reach state(pl, ql) before reaching(pk, qk) or (pl, qk) = (pl, ql),
which are both unacceptable scenarios according to Definition 4.7. Therefore, state(pk, qk),
as characterized in Definition 4.7, cannot exist.

(b) If aj 6= d0 then, there are two possibilities: (i) from state(pj, qj), following a sequence
of transitions, that are created by sets(3) and(4), and eventually arriving at state(pl, ql),
before reaching state(pk, qk); and (ii) arriving at an illegal state(pe, qe), where(j ≤ e < n),
before reaching state(pl, ql). But in both cases, state(pk, qk) cannot exist.

We considered different possible scenarios for a pair of complex transitions, and showed that in
all cases state(pk, qk), as characterized in Definition 4.7 cannot exist. Therefore, the legal interleaved
product of two composable IACAs cannot create partially overlapped execution fragments, and this
concludes our proof. ut

Lemma 4.6Considering two composable IACAs,P andQ, an internal state(p, q) ∈ VInt
P~Q, its execution

fragments = ∆(p, q), and the projections ofs, πP (s) andπQ(s), then at least one of the following is
true:

- ∃!(u, c, u′) ∈ φP · fragP (u, c, u′) = πP (s), or

- ∃!(v, d, v′) ∈ φQ · fragQ(v, d, v′) = πQ(s).

where∃! means “there exists a unique.”

Proof:
Let us consider the execution fragment∆(p, q) = 〈(p0, q0), a0, (p1, q1), . . . , (pn, qn)〉, and1ststate(∆(p,
q)). Let us assume that1ststate(∆(p, q)) = i 6= 0. Without loss of generality, let us assume that
pi ∈ VInt

P and qi ∈ VN
Q . A complex transition can be associated with internal statepi, namely

CompTranP (pi) = (u, c, u′). We let fragP (u, c, u′) = 〈u, c0, u0, . . . , ux−1, ax, u′〉 andpi = ul, where
(0 ≤ l < x). We prove thatfragP (u, c, u′) = πP (s). We present our proof in two steps: (i) we show
that all states(pj , qj), where(0 ≤ j < i), follow their corresponding states infragP (u, c, u′), and (ii)
we show that all states(pk, qk), where(i ≤ k ≤ n), follow their corresponding states infragP (u, c, u′).

1. Let us first consider the(pj , qj) states as characterized above. We first notice that state(pi, qi),
or alternatively(ul, qi), can be reached by a transition,((pi−1, qi−1), ai−1, (pi, qi)), that is cre-
ated by either set(1) or set(3).14 Regardless of whether set(1) or (3) creates transition

14The reason the other sets cannot create such a transition is as follows. Set(2) cannot create such a transition because
pi ∈ VInt

P . Set(4) cannot create such a transition either, because if it could,then state(pi−1, qi−1) would have been the
the first state as characterized above, instead of state(pi, qi). The case for set(5) is more complicated. Let us denote
CompTranQ(qi−1) = (v, d, v′) and fragQ(v, d, v′) = 〈v, d0, v0, . . . , vy−1, dy , v′〉. There are two possibilities for complex
transition(u, c, u′) and(v, d, v′). If their schedules are action-disjoint, then state(pi−1, qi−1) is not reachable according to
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((pi−1, qi−1), ai−1, (pi, qi)), there should exist a transition(pi−1, ai−1, pi) ∈ TP ; but sincepi =
ul, we have:(ul−1, cl, ul) ∈ TP , pi−1 = ul−1 andcl = ai−1.

Let us now consider state(pi−1, qi−1). If (i − 1) = 0, thenu = p0, and we have success-
fully shown that all(pj , qj)s follow the complex fragment of complex transition(u, c, u′). If
(i − 1) 6= 0, then there should exist a transition((pi−2, qi−2), ai−2, (pi−1, qi−1)), which can be
created either by set(3), or set(4), and furthermorepi−1 ∈ VInt

P andqi−1 ∈ VInt
Q .15 Since tran-

sition ((pi−2, qi−2), ai−2, (pi−1, qi−1)) is created either by set(3) or (4), then there should exist
(pi−2, ai−2, pi−1) ∈ TP ; but sincepi−1 = ul−1, we have:(ul−2, cl−1, ul−1) ∈ TP , pi−2 = ul−2,
andcl−1 = ai−2. In the same fashion, we can trace back the remaining(pj, qj)s until we reach
state(p0, q0); all such transitions and states comply with the complex fragment of complex transi-
tion (u, c, u′). Since(pi, qi) is the first internal state that eitherpi ∈ VInt

P or qi ∈ VInt
Q , it has to be

the case thatu = p0 andq0 ∈ VN
Q .

We still need to consider the states in∆(p, q) that appear after(pi, qi), namely(pk, qk) states,
where(i ≤ k ≤ n). Next, we prove that(pk, qk)s also comply with the complex fragment of
complex transition(u, c, u′).

2. Considering state(pi+1, qi+1), it can be reached from state(pi, qi) through a transition((pi, qi), ai,
(pi+1, qi+1)) that can be created only by set(3) or (4). As such there should exist a transition
(pi, ai, pi+1) ∈ TP . But sincepi = ul, we have: (ul, cl+1, ul+1) ∈ TP , pi+1 = ul+1, and
cl+1 = ai. We proceed our proof with considering four separate subcases, depending on whether
pi+1 or qi+1 are internal states or not.

(a) pi+1 ∈ VN
P andqi+1 ∈ VN

Q : Arriving at such a(pi+1, qi+1) state means that all(pk, qk) states
follow the complex fragment of(u, c, u′), as desired. Furthermore, it should be the case that
pn = u′ andqn ∈ VN

Q , otherwise∆(p, q) will be a partially overlapped execution fragment,
which is not possible according to Lemma 4.5.

(b) pi+1 ∈ VInt
P andqi+1 ∈ VN

Q : It can be shown, with the same reasoning as mentioned above
for state(pi, qi), that state(pi+1, qi+1), by following the complex fragment of complex action
(u, c, u′), will reach state(pi+2, qi+2).

(c) pi+1 ∈ VN
P and qi+1 ∈ VInt

Q : This subcase is not possible, because it would mean that
∆(p, q) is a partially overlapped execution fragment, which according to Lemma 4.5 is not
possible.

Lemma 4.1. The other possibility is that complex transition(u, c, u′) is embedded in complex transition(v, d, v′). Complex
transition(v, d, v′) cannot be embedded in complex transition(u, c, u′), because at internal state(pi−1, qi−1), set(5) has
created a transition, which would mean thatc b d. As such, it should be the case thatai ∈ Shared(P, Q) and ai ∈
set(schedQ(v, d, v′)). We denote the internal state in complex fragment of(v, d, v′) that is enabled withai, asvr. Internal
statevr appears beforeqi−1 in complex fragment of(v, d, v′). If ai ∈ AO

P , then state(pi, qi) is an illegal state, and it is not
reachable. Ifai ∈ AO

Q, then either internal state(pi, vr) is an internal state of∆(p, q), which means(pi, qi) is not reachable
in ∆(p, q), or an internal state(ps, vr), whereps 6= pi, is an internal state of∆(p, q). But state(ps, vr) is an illegal state,
and again state(pi, qi) is not reachable. As such, set(5) cannot create such a transition, because state(pi, qi) becomes
unreachable, which is not possible.
15We should note that set(5) cannot possibly create such a transition. The reason is similar to the reason above for why set
(5) cannot create transition((pi−1, qi−1), ai−1, (pi, qi)).
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(d) pi+1 ∈ VInt
P andqi+1 ∈ VInt

Q : State(pi+2, qi+2) can be reached through transition((pi+1,

qi+1), ai+1, (pi+2, qi+2)), which can be created by either set(3) or set(4).16 But since
both sets(3) and(4) follow the complex fragment of complex transition(u, c, u′), so does
complex state(pi+1, qi+1).

Having shown that all states possibly reachable from(pi, qi) follow the complex fragment of com-
plex transition(u, c, u′), it means that all(pk, qk) states indeed follow the complex fragment of
complex transition(u, c, u′).

It is also possible that(pi, qi), as characterized above, is comprised of statespi ∈ VN
Q and qi ∈

VInt
P ; for that case, the proof is symmetric, but stateqi and its corresponding complex transition, say

CompTranQ(qi) = (v, d, v′), is considered. As such, we proved that regardless of whether pi or qi is
an internal state, there is a complex transition inP or Q that has the same schedule asπP (∆(p, q)) or
πQ(∆(p, q)), respectively.

Lastly, we need to prove the case that there does not exist such a(pi, qi) state,i.e.,1ststate(∆(p, q)) =
0. If 1ststate(∆(p, q)) = 0, then allpms andqms, where0 < m < n, are internal states. But such states
can only be reached via transitions created by set(3), and follow the schedule of two complex transitions
in P andQ that have exactly the same schedules, which is an acceptablecase of our lemma. Therefore,
we conclude that: given an internal state(p, q), and its corresponding execution fragment∆(p, q), the
sequence of states and actions in∆(p, q) can be associated with exactly one complex fragment inP , Q,
or both, which concludes our proof.

ut

Theorem 4.1Given two composable IACAs,P andQ, P ‖ Q is a well-formed IACA.

Proof:
Definition 4.11 defines the elements of an IACA forP ‖ Q properly. To prove the well-formedness of
P ‖ Q, it suffices to prove that: (i)fragP‖Q is defined for all complex transitions inφP‖Q, and (ii)P ‖ Q
follows the well-formedness criteria in Definition 3.2.

Let us first considerfragP‖Q. The complex fragment of a complex transition((p, q), c, (p′, q′)) is de-
fined by simply identifyingan internal state(x, y) ∈ VInt

P‖Q such thatcomplexP~Q(x, y) = ((p, q), c, (p′,

q′)). We can then definefragP‖Q((p, q), c, (p′, q′)) = ∆(x, y). State(x, y) exists, since otherwise com-
plex transition((p, q), c, (p′, q′)) does not exist. Furthermore, complex fragment of((p, q), c, (p′, q′)),
i.e.,∆(x, y), follows the criteria defined for complex fragments: first, according to Lemma 4.4, an execu-
tion fragment∆(x, y) follows the structure of a complex fragment, and second, according to Lemma 4.6,
it also follows the complex fragment of a complex transitionin P , Q, or both.

To prove the well-formedness ofP ‖ Q as an IACA, we need to prove that: (i) complex transitions in
P ‖ Q that have same schedules, will have the same complex actions, and vice versa; (ii) every internal
state is associated with a complex transitions; (iii)P ‖ Q is deterministic, and (iv)P ‖ Q is incoming
deterministic.

16Similar to the rationale above, in part 1 of our proof, it can be shown that set(5) cannot create such a
((pi+1, qi+1), ai+1, (pi+2, qi+2)) transition.
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The way we derive complex actions in Definition 4.10 guarantees that criterion (i) holds. If criterion
(i) does not hold then it would mean that eitherP , Q, or both, are not well-formed IACAs, which is
not possible. The criterion (ii) holds because of Lemma 4.4,which guarantees that each internal state is
associated with a unique complex transition.

Criteria (iii) and (iv) hold because the way transitions arecomputed in Definition 4.5. The only sce-
nario that a state in(u, v) ∈ VP‖Q could have more than one outgoing and/or incoming transitions with
the same action, is when eitheru, v, or both have more than one incoming and/or outgoing transitions in
TP andTQ, respectively, which is not possible becauseP andQ are well-formed IACAs. Having shown
thatP ‖ Q follows all criteria of being a well-formed IACA, we conclude that it is indeed a well-formed
IACA.

ut

Theorem 4.2Given two composable IACAs,P andQ, P ‖ Q = Q ‖ P .

Proof:
By inspecting the composability criteria, and the four steps of the composition, it can be observed that the
composition operation is defined entirely symmetric with respect toP andQ, and thus is commutative.

ut

Theorem 5.1Given three IACAs,P , Q andP ′, such thatP ′ � P , P andQ are composable, andP ′ and
Q are composable,(P ′ ‖ Q) � (P ‖ Q), if the following conditions hold:

1. Shared(P,Q) = Shared(P ′, Q)

(P ′ andP communicate withQ through the same set of shared actions), and

2. ∀(p′, p) · (p′ � p) ⇒
((AI

P ′(p′)\AI
P (p)) ∩ Shared(P,Q) = ∅) ∧

((AO
P (p)\AO

P ′(p′)) ∩ Shared(P,Q) = ∅)

(States ofP ′ that are in the simulation relation withP do not introduce extra (nor eliminate) actions
that belong to the shared actions ofP andQ), and

3. ∀(p′, p) · (p′ � p) ⇒
∀(p, c, u) ∈ φP · (∃(p′, c, v) ∈ φP ′ ∧ (c ∈ CO

P ′))
⇒ ((set(schedP (p, c, u)))\(set(schedP ′(p′, c, v)))) ∩ Shared(P,Q)) = ∅

(States ofP ′ that are in the simulation relation withP should not have output complex actions
that are shared withP , and miss some normal output actions in their schedules thatbelong to the
shared actions ofP andQ), and

4. ∀(p′, p) · (p′ � p) ⇒
∀(p′, c, v) ∈ φP ′ · (∃(p, c, u) ∈ φP ∧ (c ∈ CI

P ))
⇒ ((set(schedP ′(p′, c, v)))\(set(schedP (p, c, u)))) ∩ Shared(P,Q) = ∅

(States ofP ′ that are in the simulation relation withP should not have input complex actions
shared withP that introduce new simple input actions in their schedules that belong to the shared
actions ofP andQ).
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Proof:
To prove that(P ′ ‖ Q) � (P ‖ Q), we should show that the five conditions for refinement, as stated in
Definition 5.1, hold. To show that condition (1) holds, considerAI

P‖Q. By the definition of composition,

AI
P‖Q = (AI

P ∪ AI
Q)\Shared(P,Q). SinceShared(P ′, Q) = Shared(P,Q) andAI

P ′ ⊇ AI
P , it fol-

lows thatAI
P ′‖Q ⊇ AI

P‖Q. Similarly it can be shown that condition (2) holds,i.e.,AO
P ′‖Q ⊆ AO

P‖Q. To

show that condition (3) holds, we should show thatCI
P ′‖Q ⊇ CI

P‖Q, which is true, becauseP ′ � P ,
CP ′ ⊇ CP , andCP ′‖Q = CP ′ ∪ CQ. Similarly it can be shown that condition (4) in the refinement
definition holds.

As for condition (5) of the refinement relation definition, wecan construct an alternating simulation
relation from the states of(P ′ ‖ Q) to (P ‖ Q). We define our simulation relation as(p′, q) �

′

(p, q)
for all reachable states(p, q) ∈ VN

P‖Q and all statesp′ such thatp′ � p. All such (p′, q) ∈ VN
P‖Q are

reachable states because for all such states, based on the conditions of the theorem, if(p′, q) is an illegal
state, then(p, q) should be an illegal state as well. Condition 2 of the theoremdoes not allowP ′ not to
provide the shared actions thatP provides, and therefore it is impossible for(p′, q) to be an illegal state,
when(p, q) is not. Furthermore, conditions 3 and 4 of the theorem guarantee thatP ′ ‖ Q does not have
more illegal internal states, on the common complex actionsbetweenP ′ andP , thanP ‖ Q does. If
P ′ ‖ Q has an illegal internal state(u′, v) thatP ‖ Q does not have, then it means thatP ‖ Q has an
internal state(u, v) belonging to a complex transition ofP ‖ Q, and(u, v) can synchronize on a shared
action, and(u′, v) cannot synchronize on the same shared action inP ′ ‖ Q. This situation is impossible,
because conditions 3 and 4 of the theorem disallow this situation. As such, for any(p, q), we have(p′, q)
which can simulate(p, q), and this concludes our proof. ut


